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Conference Venues
The conference takes places in the Bramall Music Building and
adjacent buildings.
Bramall Ground Floor Foyer: on entering the building from the
main entrance on Chancellor’s Court
Bramall 1st Floor Foyer: immediately above the Ground Floor,
accessed via either stairs or lift
Bramall Dome: on Floor 3, accessed via either stairs or lift
Aston Webb G33: from Bramall Ground Floor Foyer, walk
through the double doors to the left of Costa, and the next
double doors; G33 is the first room on the right.
Hub Lecture Theatre: from Bramall Ground Floor Foyer via
either lift or stairs to Lower Ground level and exit the building
(doors to the left at the bottom of the staircase). Enter the wing
opposite at the far end.
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Timetable at a glance

Wednesday 28 June
9:30-10:30
10:30-11:30

REGISTRATION Bramall Foyer
Session 1A
Session 1B
Dome
AW G33
Joachim
Looking in and looking
out

11:30-12:00
12:00-1:30

BREAK Bramall 1st Floor
Session 2A
Session 2B
Dome
AW G33
Music and
Music,
touch in 19th
Philosophy and
Century
Science
Culture

1:30-2:30
2.30-4.30

WELCOME & LUNCH Bramall 1st Floor
Session 3A
Session 3B
Session 3C
Dome
Hub LT
AW G33
Working class
Music in the
Music as
listening in the theatre
commodity
th
long 19
and trade
century

4:30-5:00
5:00-6:15
6:15-7:30

TEA Bramall 1st Floor
KEYNOTE I – Derek Scott Hub LT
RECEPTION AND BOOK LAUNCH
Bramall 1st Floor
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Session 2C
Hub LT
Women in
London

Thursday 29 June
09:30-11:30

Session 4A Session 4B
Dome
Hub LT
Styles and
Pot-Pourri
Identities

11:30-12:00
12:00-1:30

BREAK Bramall 1st Floor
Session 5A Session 5B
Dome
Hub LT
Musical
Musical
Amateurs
Instruments

1:30-2:30
2.30-4.30

LUNCH Bramall 1st Floor
Session 6A Session 6B
Hub LT
Dome
Sounding
Sullivan
Victorian

4:30-5:00
5:00-6:15

TEA Bramall 1st Floor
KEYNOTE II – Christina Bashford
Hub LT
Transport to conference dinner
CONFERENCE DINNER at Bank

6:30-7:00
7:00-late
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Session 4C
AW G33
Cultural
exchange
and beyond
[NB starts
at 10:00]
Session 5C
AW G33
Musical
Edwardians
Session 6C
AW G33
The
Freemantle
collection

Friday 30 June
10:00-11:00 Session 7A
Dome
Festivals

Session 7B
Hub LT
Wagner(ism)

11:00-11:30 BREAK Bramall 1st Floor
11:30-12:30 Session 8A
Session 8B
Dome
Hub LT
Cultural Transfers: Literary
British musicians
Connections
overseas
12:30-1:30
LUNCH & FAREWELL Bramall 1st Floor
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About MNCB
The biennial international conference on Music in Nineteenth-Century
Britain was founded at the University of Hull in 1997 and celebrated its
10th meeting in 2015.
For many years the MNCB conference has been a crucial gathering point for
scholars from a wide range of disciplines including musicology, cultural,
social, and economic history, politics, sociology, and cultural
geography. Work presented and honed at the conference has been
published regularly in volumes of collected essays and in two seminal book
series: ‘Music in Nineteenth-Century Britain’ edited by Bennett Zon, and
‘Music in Britain, 1600-2000’ edited by Byron Adams, Rachel Cowgill and
Peter Holman.
The conference celebrates the vitality and diversity of music-making across
Great Britain and Ireland in whatever form it took and wherever it was
found, exploring its aesthetic dimensions alongside its meaning for
contemporaries, its place in the global market, and its use in the promotion
of political and social agendas. Presenters have also regularly considered
the cultural exchanges between British and overseas musicians facilitated
by the rapid improvements in travel seen in the nineteenth century.
To date, MNCB conferences have been held in the UK, and venue and
programme committee change every two years. MNCB conferences played a
catalyzing role in the founding of the North American British Music Studies
Association in 2004 and have enjoyed a long and fruitful partnership with
the NABMSA membership: NABMSA meetings are held every other year and
alternate with the Music in Nineteenth-Century Britain conference.
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Welcome
On behalf of the University of Birmingham and the Conference Committee,
I am delighted to welcome you to this eleventh Music in NineteenthCentury Britain conference. It is an especial pleasure to welcome you to
Birmingham, the first university to have hosted the event twice. On this
occasion, the conference takes place in the Bramall Music Building,
opened in 2012, which has placed music at the very heart of the campus
in a building which completes the original Aston Webb semicircle, the
remainder of which was constructed in the first decade of the twentieth
century.
Both the city and the university have played significant roles in the
development of music in Britain, with Birmingham Town Hall hosting the
premieres of many landmark works, including Mendelssohn’s Elijah and
Elgar’s Dream of Gerontius. Elgar was later the first Professor of Music at
this, the UK’s first civic university: it is from the buildings at the centre of
the Edgbaston campus that the term ‘redbrick university’ originated.
Elgar’s successor, Granville Bantock, introduced music degrees here, as
well as being Director of the Midland Institute School of Music, forerunner
of today’s Birmingham Conservatoire.
I trust that you will have an enjoyable and stimulating time while you are
here. If you need any help or information please do not hesitate to
contact myself, or one of the conference staff.
Paul Rodmell (Chair, MNCB Conference 2017 Committee)

Conference Staff
Administrator (for queries on registration and catering)
Lucia Puricelli
Assistants (for general queries and technical support)
Jonathan Clinch
Celia Gould
Olivia Knops
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Delegate List
Angela Annese
Maron Bagge
Candace Bailey
Judy Barger
Helen Barlow
Christina Bashford
Jessica Beck
George Biddlecombe
Philip Boardman
Russell Burdekin
Alisa Clapp-Intyre
Martin Clarke
Adele Commins
Rachel Cowgill
Michael Craske
John Cunningham
Rebecca Dellow
Kenneth DeLong
Fiona Donaldson
Stephen Downes
Shannon Draucker
Brad Eden
Therese Ellsworth
Helen English
Catherine Ferris
Lewis Foreman
Kathy Fry
Christina Fuhrmann
Sophie Fuller
Rosemary Golding
Andrew Gustar
Monika Hennemann
Trevor Herbert
Jonathan Hicks
Peter Horton
Ji Hun Jeon
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Caitlin Johnson
Bryan White
Rachel Johnson
Martin Yates
Sonja Jüschke
Bennett Zon
Sarah Kirby
Leanne Langley
John Ling
Douglas MacMillan
Ian Maxwell
Simon McVeigh
Michelle Meinhart
Nicolas Molle
Jennifer Oates
Jing Ouyang
Danielle Padley
Fiona Palmer
Chris Price
Caroline Radcliffe
Christopher Redwood
Fraser Riddell
Paul Rodmell
David Rowland
Julian Rushton
Derek Scott
Anneke Scott
Fiona Smith
Inja Stanovic
Anne Stanyon
Barry Sterndale-Bennett
Richard Sutcliffe
Geoff Thomason
Aidan Thomson
Wiebke Thormählen
Karl Traugott Goldbach
Chloe Valenti
Paul Watt
Phyllis Weliver

Key note speakers

Professor Derek Scott

Derek B. Scott is Professor of Critical Musicology at the University of
Leeds. His research field is music, cultural history, and ideology, and
his books include Sounds of the Metropolis: The 19th-Century Popular
Music Revolution in London, New York, Paris, and Vienna (2008), and
Musical Style and Social Meaning (2010). He was the General Editor of
Ashgate’s Popular and Folk Music Series for fifteen years, overseeing
the publication of more than 100 books between 2000 and 2015. His
present research is funded by a European Research Council advanced
grant, and focuses on the reception in London and New York of
operettas from the German stage, 1907–1938.
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Professor Christina Bashford

Christina Bashford is Associate Professor of Musicology and Associate
Director of Graduate Studies in the School of Music at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Much of her research has focused on
musical culture in nineteenth-century Britain, in particular the
intersections between music, society, and commerce. Her publications
treat these themes through such prisms as chamber music, concert life,
critical biography, and amateur music-making. She is the author of The
Pursuit of High Culture: John Ella and Chamber Music in Victorian London
(Boydell, 2007), and co-editor of Music and British Culture, 1785-1914:
Essays in Honour of Cyril Ehrlich (Oxford University Press, 2000), The
Idea of Art Music in a Commercial World, 1800-1930 (Boydell, 2016), and
Over Here, Over There: Transatlantic Conversations on the Music of World
War I (University of Illinois Press, in preparation). Her current major
research project explores the culture around the violin in Britain in the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Before moving to the
USA, she taught for several years at Oxford Brookes University and
regularly attended the ‘Music in Britain: A Social History’ seminar at the
Institute of Historical Research (University of London). She has
participated in all but one of the Music in Nineteenth-Century Britain
conferences.
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Full Programme
Wednesday 28 June
9:30-10:30

REGISTRATION (Bramall Ground Floor Foyer)

10:30-11:30

SESSION 1A – JOACHIM (Dome)
Chair: Simon McVeigh
Stephen Downes Revaluing Sentimentalism: Ruskin,
Tovey and the English reception of Joseph Joachim
Ian Maxwell “Thou that hast been in England many a
year”: Joseph Joachim
SESSION 1B – POT-POURRI I (Aston Webb G33)
Chair: Fiona Palmer
Andrew Gustar British Composers as seen by Hofmeister
Chris Price The Canterbury Catch Club: a case study in
Music and Bourgeois Identity

11:30-12:00

BREAK (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

12:00-1:30

SESSION 2A – MUSIC AND TOUCH IN NINETEENTHCENTURY CULTURE (Dome)
Chair: Aidan Thomson
Michelle Meinhart ‘Unearthly Music’, ‘Howling Idiots’ and
‘Orgies of Amusement’: Visceral Soundscapes and Shell
Shock in The Hydra, Journal of Craiglockhart War Hospital
Fraser Riddell ‘I Know His Touch’: Queer Tactile
Intensities on the Violin in Fin-de-Siècle Fiction
Bennett Zon Eschatology, Touch and the Victorian Musical
Future
SESSION 2B – MUSIC, PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE
(Aston Webb G33; this session ends at 1:00)
Chair: Matthew Riley
John Ling Music in the ‘Age of Materialism’
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Paul Watt Musical expressions of Auguste Comte’s
positive philosophy: The case of Malcolm Quin, 1890–
1920
SESSION 2C – WOMEN IN LONDON (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Chair: Wiebke Thormalen
Candace Bailey Music in London through the Eyes of
Octavia Le Vert, the ‘Belle of the Union’ from Alabama
Karl Goldbach Female Instrumentalists in the London
Chamber Music Network 1857: An Exploration Study
about Social Network Analysis in Historical Musicology
Monika Hennemann ‘Das Weib der neuen Zeit’?: Johanna
Kinkel’s Musical Exile in London
1:30-2:30

WELCOME & LUNCH (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

2:30-4:30

SESSION 3A – WORKING CLASS LISTENING IN THE LONG
NINETEENTH CENTURY (Dome)
Chair: Trevor Herbert
Helen Barlow ‘Praise the Lord! We are a musical nation’:
the Welsh working classes and religious singing in the
nineteenth century
Martin Clarke Hymns and working-class spiritual identity
and affirmation in nineteenth-century Britain
Rosemary Golding Listening with intent: Music in the
lunatic asylum
David Rowland Working-class encounters with ‘elite’
music
SESSION 3B – MUSIC IN THE THEATRE (Hub Lecture
Theatre)
Chair: George Biddlecombe
Christina Fuhrman Aladdin vs. Oberon; or, the Question of
British Musical Taste
Rachel Cowgill Loved to Death; or, How Shall We Get Rid
of Him? Burlesques of Don Giovanni on the early
nineteenth-century London stage
Sonia Jüschke Operatic Exposition: A Comparative
Analysis of Chorus Numbers as the Exposition in Arthur
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Sullivan’s Haddon Hall (1892), Leslie Stuart's Florodora
(1899) and Charles Villiers Stanford’s Much Ado About
Nothing (1901)
Paul Rodmell Carmen, as heard and seen in London
SESSION 3C – MUSIC AS COMMODITY AND TRADE
(Aston Webb G33)
Chair: Leanne Langley
Maria Byrne Music at an Exhibition: The Irish
Constabulary Band and the 1864 Dublin Exhibition of
Industry and Manufactures
Sarah Kirby Women Composers and the Bristol
Exhibition of Women’s Industries
Rachel Johnson Musical Entrepreneurship in earlyVictorian Manchester
Catherine Ferris The Dublin Music Trade Project: A Work
in Progress
4:30-5:00

TEA (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

5:00-6:15

KEYNOTE I (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Derek Scott British Musical Comedy in the 1890s:
Modernity without Modernism

6:15-7:30

RECEPTION AND BOOK LAUNCH (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

Thursday 29 June
09:30-11:30
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SESSION 4A – STYLES AND IDENTITIES (Dome)
Chair: Helen English
Jing Ouyang The ‘English style’: Clementi’s performance
markings of his piano sonata Op.2 No.2
Aidan Thomson 'Faking It to Make It: Bax, Fiona Macleod
and Celticism.'
Danielle Padley The Business of Synagogue Music
Publishing: Musical Demonstrations of Anglo-Jewish
Identity in Victorian Britain

Angela Annese ‘Behind the Nightlight’: Images of
childhood in Liza Lehmann’s music
SESSION 4B – POT-POURRI II (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Chair: Christina Bashford
Chloe Valenti Pitched battles? Vocal Health and the
English Pitch Debate
Caitlin Johnson Adolph Brodsky and the Tchaikovsky
Violin Concerto
Richard Sutcliffe An Englishman in Brussels: Thomas
Lamb Phipson’s observations of Belgian violinists and
violin culture in the 19th century
Anneke Scott The Celebrated Distin Family
Starts at 10:00 SESSION 4C – CULTURAL EXCHANGE AND BEYOND
(Aston Webb G33)
Chair: Monika Hennemann
Peter Horton Mendelssohn and the two Englishmen
Nicolas Molle From Wellingtons Sieg oder die Schlacht bei
Vitoria to The Battle Symphony: A perfect symbol of
Beethoven’s relationships with Britain during his life-time.
Christopher Redwood Francis Edward Bache (1833–58)
and influence on music in Britain 1844–1907 and beyond
11:30-12:00

COFFEE (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

12:00-1:30

SESSION 5A – MUSICAL AMATEURS (Dome)
Chair: Martin Clarke
Rebecca Dellow ‘Fiddlers’ Tunebooks’: Popular Music of
the Olden Time?
Inja Stanovic ‘Brilliant but not Difficult’: amateur playing
of Chopin in Victorian Britain
Lewis Forman “Giving local and unknown composers a
platform” ‒ Dan Godfrey, Bournemouth and the Symphony
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SESSION 5B – MUSIC INSTRUMENTS
(Hub Lecture Theatre)
Chair: Paul Watt
Jo Hicks Ubiquity Organised: Mechanical Instruments in
Early-Victorian London
Douglas Macmillan The Flageolet – a Woodwind
Instrument which Transcended Social Class and Gender in
Nineteenth-Century England
Brad Eden The ancestors of J.R.R. Tolkien: Piano-making
and music composition in Birmingham and London
SESSION 5C – MUSIC EDWARDIANS (Aston Webb G33)
Chair: Michelle Meinhart
Judy Barger Organist Emily Edroff and the Edwardians
Jennifer Oates Granville Bantock, ‘Pioneer-in-Chief of the
Young British Movement’?
Fiona Palmer Forging a Conducting Profile in Britain
before World War I: Landon Ronald and the Birmingham
Promenade Concerts (1905–14)
1:30-2.30

LUNCH (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

2:30-4:30

SESSION 6A – SOUNDING VICTORIAN: A CONSORTIUM OF
DIGITAL RESOURCES (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Phyllis Weliver Sounding Tennyson
Alisa Clapp-Intyre Sounding Childhood
Michael Craske Sounding Swinburne
Sophie Fuller Sounding the Salon
SESSION 6B – SULLIVAN (Dome)
Chair: Paul Rodmell
Anne Stanyon Sir Arthur Sullivan and the Great Leeds
Conspiracy
Kenneth Delong ‘Wafted by a favouring gale’: Arthur
Sullivan's Incidental Music to The Tempest, Op. 1
Martin Yates Sullivan’s The Light of the World
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SESSION 6C – THE FREEMANTLE COLLECTION
(Aston Webb G33)
Chair: Julian Rushton
Fiona Smith The Freemantle Collection: A lost collection
by a little-known collector
John Cunningham The Charles Dibdin Autograph
Manuscripts in the Freemantle Collection
Bryan White Dr Cooke’s Protest: Benjamin Cooke, Samuel
Arnold and the directorship of the Academy of Ancient
Music
4:30-5:00

TEA (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

5:00-6:15

KEYNOTE II (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Christina Bashford Research Revisited: Chamber Music,
Concert Aesthetics and an Unresolved Conundrum for
Early Victorian London

6:30-7:00

Transport to conference dinner

7:00-late

CONFERENCE DINNER at Bank

Friday 30 June
10:00-11:00

SESSION 7A – FESTIVALS (Dome)
Chair: Paul Rodmell
John Ling The 1903 National Festival of British Music
Adèle Commins Stanford and the Dublin Feis Ceoil:
Seeking the Full Story
SESSION 7B – WAGNER(ISM) (Hub Lecture Theatre)
Chair: Bennett Zon
Leanne Langley Tristan’s Death and Lohengrin’s Dream:
Looking for Wagner in John Singer Sargent
Katharine Fry Wagnerism and the Piano in Victorian
Culture
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11:00-11:30

COFFEE (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

11:30-12:30

SESSION 8A – CULTURAL TRANSFERS: BRITISH
MUSICIANS OVERSEAS (Dome)
Chair: Rachel Cowgill
Helen English Blackface at Work and Play: Amateur
minstrel troupes in colonial Newcastle, NSW
Therese Ellsworth Transatlantic Connections: The Music
of William Sterndale Bennett in America
SESSION 8B – LITERARY CONNECTIONS
Chair: Sophie Fuller
(Hub Lecture Theatre)
Shannon Draucker Female Musicians in the Victorian
Novel: Two Case Studies
Caroline Radcliffe Musical hauntings: Dickens’s ‘The
Song of the Wreck’

12:30-1:30
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LUNCH & FAREWELL (Bramall 1st Floor Foyer)

Conference Abstracts
Abstracts are listed in order of presentation in the conference
programme.

Session 1A - Joachim

Wednesday 28 June, 10:30-11:30
Revaluing Sentimentalism: Ruskin, Tovey and the English reception
of Joseph Joachim
Stephen Downes
Joseph Joachim’s role in nineteenth-century English concert life is long
celebrated. As yet unexamined, however, is how his performances
informed critical debates on sentimentalism. Joachim was a prominent
celebrity in the domestic salons of mid-century, for example the Holland
Park Circle, where his performances were described as perfect echoes of
beautiful interior designs. This paper builds on Jessica Feldman’s analysis
of the relationship between ‘sublime sentimentality’ and ‘domestic
aestheticism’ in the writings of John Ruskin, a prominent member of these
salons. It explores how Ruskin’s idea of moving from domestic ‘sites’,
through ‘patterns’ to ‘states’ in which the heartfelt is expressed in coded,
synecdochal or allusive evocation, even in abstract design, can offer
insight into the sentimental dimensions of Joachim’s salon performances.
Crucially, Ruskin considered both domesticity and sentimentalism as
designs and expressions of feeling which are capable of expansion into
large forms and contexts, of moving from the intimate to the public. The
second part of this paper explores how sentimentalism was heard in the
concert hall, provoking critical debate at the turn of the century. Tovey’s
Victorian tastes were strongly influenced by both Joachim and Ruskin, but
Tovey’s assessments of Joachim as the violinist reached the end of his
career (culminating in his diamond jubilee celebrations in 1904)
exemplify the wide critical turn against sentimentalism. In 1902 Tovey
praised Joachim for making no concession to public sentimentalism, in
particular through demonstrating a ‘Classical’ grasp of form, by contrast
with those who seek sentimental effect through slowing down the
18

performance of ‘beautiful’ passages. In a late echo of Ruskin, Tovey
desired that one must be susceptible to the beauty of ‘design’. But with
Tovey’s aesthetic world already in its twilight years his portrait of
Joachim suggests a nostalgic variant of the ‘sentimental’, a retreat into the
home comforts of structural certainties.

Joachim in Britain
Ian Maxwell
Many of Joseph Joachim’s connections with Britain are well-known and
documented, beginning with his early performances in London in 1844.
However, there is much about Joachim’s activities in Britain, especially
between about 1880 and his death in 1907 that until now, has not been
generally realised.
During my doctoral research into the life of the composer Ernest John
Moeran, I uncovered evidence of musical life in Britain during the latter
half of the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth that
has largely gone un-researched. The name Joseph Joachim kept recurring
during the examination of this archival evidence, and it became
abundantly clear that Joachim had a considerable effect on music and
musical life in Britain – an effect the full extent of which has, largely, not
been recognised thus far.
Joachim had British connections, not only as a performer and celebrity,
but also at Uppingham School and both Oxford and Cambridge
Universities. He was closely associated with the Oxford & Cambridge
Musical Club, was a friend of Donald Tovey, and had family connections in
England. I have a personal connection with the Joachim family in that one
of my oldest childhood friends is the great-granddaughter of Joseph
Joachim.
This paper presents the results of the examination of a wide range of
archives from Cambridge University Library, Oxford University Bodleian
Library, Edinburgh University Library, Uppingham School, the Oxford &
Cambridge Musical Club and, most particularly, the British Joachim family
archive, which has just recently been made available for scholarly
19

examination. The evidence for Joachim’s considerable impact on British
musical life is summarised – leading to a concluding discussion which
raises the possibility that Joachim may also be regarded, certainly in the
final two decades of his life, as partly a British musician and personality.

Session 1B – Pot-pourri I

Wednesday 28 June, 10:30-11:30
British Composers as seen by Hofmeister
Andrew Gustar
Leipzig publisher Friedrich Hofmeister’s Monatsberichte, a monthly listing
of new music publications in the German-speaking world, ran from 1829
to 1900 and catalogued over 330,000 publications by more than 35,000
composers. Among the large number of Germanic, French and Italian
items, many publications of works by British composers also came across
Hofmeister’s desk. This paper presents the results of a statistical analysis
of this body of works, to answer questions such as: Which British
composers were represented in the important German market? How
successful were they (using republication rates as an indicator of relative
success, in the absence of sales data)? With which types of work, and
through which publishers? What role did British composers (and, indeed,
British publishers) play in the Germanic sheet music market, and how did
this change duringthe century?
Hofmeister’s catalogue is available as an online database
(www.hofmeister.rhul.ac.uk),making large scale statistical analysis
possible. The composer data, however, is messy and incomplete. There is
some duplication of composers’ names, several are no more than initials,
and there is no information on their dates or nationalities. Many are very
obscure and are not listed elsewhere.
The study will use a variety of sources and techniques to identify
composers’ nationalities. Initial analysis suggests that at least half of the
names listed in Hofmeister can be assigned a nationality, and that around
one in thirty of them are British. The paper will also draw on other
sources to put the findings into context.
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The analysis will shed considerable light on the penetration of British
composers in the German music market during the nineteenth century. It
will also illustrate the benefits, and methodological challenges, associated
with the use of ‘Big Data’ in the study of music history.
The Canterbury Catch Club: a case study in Music and Bourgeois
Identity
Chris Price
A lithograph of 1826 shows the Canterbury Catch Club in its heyday. It is
clearly intended to depict a gathering of sophisticated, culturally literate
gentlemen enjoying a concert provided by professional musicians in
convivial surroundings. The decorations in the room, including a
chandelier, portraits of St Cecilia and of Corelli, the hint of statuary, and
the enscrolled motto convey a sense of confident affluence reflected in the
carefully casual demeanours of the figures in the picture. Much of the
image is a representation of reality. The club really did exist from 1779 to
1865, and organised weekly concerts throughout the winter months;
many of the people can be corroborated by contemporary electoral
records; and the room in which they met in the years 1779-1833 still
survives in the city, as do the portraits. But records show that the
atmosphere would have been thick with the fug of all those pipes; that the
orchestra was composed of local musicians – many of them cathedral
singers with little or no formal schooling – who were a perpetual
irritation to the committee of local worthies running the Club; that
women formed part of the audience and – exceptionally – were frequently
heard performing in this provincial gathering; and that the ribald,
transgressive nature of the post-concert communal singing of catches into
the early hours of the morning – many of them lewd in the extreme – is
wisely ignored here. This paper will interrogate the image here presented
in order to reveal the performative essence of the picture, aiming to show
that this carefully calibrated representation is concerned, above all, to
depict the club its members wanted to present both to themselves and to
the outside world. With all the trappings.
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Session 2A – Music and touch in nineteenth-century culture
Wednesday 28 June, 12:00-1:30

‘Unearthly Music’, ‘Howling Idiots’ and ‘Orgies of Amusement’:
Visceral Soundscapes and Shell Shock in The Hydra, Journal of
Craiglockhart War Hospital
Michelle Meinhart
Military hospitals in Britain during the First World War cultivated a
variety of activities that promoted healing for the soldiers they treated, of
which music was central. This music making, soldiers-turned-critics
documented in magazines, such as The Hydra at Craiglockhart in
Edinburgh, an officers’ hospital that specialized in treatment of shell
shock. There, music and sound were especially associated with curative
physicality and sensoriality, revealing the aural and tactile to be closely
aligned within the theology of the magazine and, by extension, therapies
prescribed at Craiglockhart.
Such parallels between music and touch are established in two ways in
The Hydra: First, reviews, often humorously, cast musical entertainments
in physical and sensual terms—as ‘orgies of amusement’ in which ‘shell
shock’ has turned formerly ‘howling idiots’ into musically ‘talented men’.
Such depictions mock the ‘ordered, physical activities’, ‘cure by
functioning’ promoted by Captain Arthur Brock. Second, music in short
stories and poems by soldiers literally moves the body and the mind,
particularly in accounts of dreams. For example, in ‘Phantasmagoria’,
‘unearthly music’ transports the dreaming soldier’s body from ‘nothing in
the dark’ where ‘all sound [is] muffled’, to a battle where ‘above and
beneath [him is] . . . music wild and terrible beyond description’. From
there the ‘Dance of Death commenced’, carrying him over the ‘Mountain
of Hatred’ to the ‘Star of Man’s Love and Forgiveness’, where the ‘ineffable
glow of Promise’ is awoken. Here music metaphorically enables the
narrator to move through traumatic experiences to reach peace and
healing, reflecting the Freudian psychotherapy advocated by Dr W. H. R.
Rivers at the hospital. In both approaches to treating shell shock, music is
therapeutic because it is visceral—its curative properties lie in its ability
to touch and ultimately move the body and mind.
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‘I Know His Touch’: Queer Tactile Intensities on the Violin in Fin-deSiècle Fiction
Fraser Riddell
As Heather Love notes in Feeling Backward: Loss and the Politics of Queer
History (2007), “untouchability runs deep in queer experience”. The
affective force invested in the physical touch between men in Victorian
culture has been explored in a number of recent studies, such as Holly
Furneaux’s Queer Dickens: Erotics, Families, Masculinities (2009) and
Santanu Das’s Touch and Intimacy in First World War Literature (2005).
Following the pioneering work of Philip Brett and others, studies in queer
musicology have done much to further understandings of the important
role played by music and musical performance in the articulation of queer
subjectivities in Victorian Britain. However, such studies have so far
overlooked the significance of the musical touch in the expression of
same-sex desire in queer narratives.
Through a reading of Richard Marsh’s short story ‘The Violin’ (1891), this
paper attends to the way in which the intimacy of touch between
musician and instrument becomes eroticised in late-Victorian culture.
Musical listening is presented as an act of “hearing touch” – a mode
through which the queer subject can overcome his feelings of
“untouchability”. In Marsh’s story, a young man is haunted by the spectral
sounds emitted by a violin that belonged to a departed male friend. The
text dwells on a variety of tactile experiences: the intimacy of touch
between violinist and violin; the act of holding and admiring the violin as
a non-player; the sense of being “touched” by the materiality of the
violin’s sound. Drawing upon theoretical models from phenomenology,
this paper suggests ways in which these musical touches become a mode
of transmitting desire from one body to another through the act of
musical performance. The paper also situates Marsh’s text alongside
other fin de siècle texts in which performances on the violin become
expressive of (same-sex) desire, such as John Meade Falkner’s The Lost
Stradivarius (1895) and George du Maurier’s Trilby (1894).
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Eschatology, Touch and the Victorian Musical Future
Bennet Zon
Given their preponderant familiarity with death Victorians dwelt
naturally on eschatological theology concerning the end of the world and
the last judgment. Theology was not alone in helping them rationalize
their concerns, however; music played an important part in structuring
and representing Victorian eschatological beliefs.
Eschatology is at its most musically obvious in Victorian hymns.
According to Wheeler eschatological hymns transport readers from earth
to heaven through three teleological ‘presents’: an ‘eternal’ present when
man affirms the transcendental reality of heaven; a ‘locutionary’ present
when hymns are sung; and an ‘existential’ present when mortality is
understood against post-mortem existence (Heaven, Hell, and the
Victorians, 1990). Wheeler provides a template for interpreting more
than just hymns, however; his theory can be used to explore the nexus of
music and theology in other Victorian contexts as well, especially fiction
steeped in hymnological traditions, like Anthony Trollope.
This paper uses Wheeler to examine a centrally important and highly
detailed scene in Trollope’s The Warden (1855). Here musical touch
becomes an eschatological signifier, contextualizing the moment when in
a fit of madness its main protagonist pretends to play a cello in a
desperate attempt to transcend the physical and mental constraints of his
condition. The ‘performance’ leads from tentative, exploratory contact
with the instrument (eternal); to a more bodily embrace in actual
performance (locutionary); to a highly virtuosic touching seeking to
overcome the physical limitations of both the instrument and its player
(existential).
These ‘presents’ aim to prove that musical touch is used by Trollope to
signify eschatological yearning. I begin with an introduction to
eschatology and Victorian hymnody. A main section explores eschatology
in Victorian literature, Trollope more generally and The Warden more
particularly. The conclusion summarizes key points and briefly locates
eschatology and music in a representative selection of post-Victorian
literature.
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Session 2B – Music, philosophy and science
Wednesday 28 June, 12:00-1:00

Music in the ‘Age of Materialism’
John Ling
‘Materialism’ in its ethical sense meant, then as now, the pursuit of
money, possessions and worldly success. But materialism was also the
philosophical or scientific doctrine that matter is the ultimate reality and
mind a phenomenon with an entirely material basis. (‘The brain secretes
thought as the kidney secretes urea’ was an extreme expression of this
view.) This doctrine was inimical to musicians and music critics for whom
‘serious’ music was essentially spiritual. The impressive gains made in
scientific knowledge fuelled an expectation that materialistic science was
on the way to becoming all-embracing. By reducing the universe as a
whole, and man in particular, to nothing more than interactions of
physical particles and forces, science appeared to undermine any human
aspiration to a spiritual life; it appeared also to endorse materialism in its
ethical sense. The Darwinian theory of evolution added to the sense that
man was more animal than angel.
This paper traces the response of the music community to the advance of
scientific materialism. Some critics maintained that the very existence and
power of music demonstrated the inadequacy of materialism. The
politician (and future Prime Minister) Arthur Balfour argued that on the
naturalistic hypothesis a good composer was no different from a good
cook. The most direct confrontation with scientific materialism took the
form of an attack on the wave theory of sound: it was argued that if sound
were nothing but variations in atmospheric pressure then music was
valueless.
There was an internal aspect to the assault on materialism. Some critics
saw developments within music itself – especially Wagnerian musicdrama and programme music – as manifestations of the influence of
materialism. There was much at stake in this controversy, as the
materialist ‘infection’ undermined the case for public support of music, a
case based on music’s supposed spiritual power.
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Musical expressions of Auguste Comte’s positive philosophy: The
case of Malcolm Quin, 1890–1920
Paul Watt
The publication of Auguste Comte’s positive philosophy in the 1830s and
1840s took the world by storm and has come to be regarded as one of the
principal turning points in nineteenth-century intellectual culture. A
particularly large number of disciples and imitators of Comte’s
philosophy sprang up all over Europe, especially in the United Kingdom.
They established churches and networks in Comte’s memory and wrote
tracts, pamphlets and books on history, philosophy, aesthetics, literature,
theology and the bourgeoning field of sociology based on Comte’s works.
One such disciple was the musician Malcolm Quin. A singer, organist and
hymn-writer, Quin was one of Britain’s most eccentric and devout
Comtists who preached the positivist cause up and down the country
from London to Newcastle upon Tyne. So taken by Comte’s philosophy
Quin wrote dozens of tracts and books on positivism as well as hymns.
This presentation analyses a number of hymns by Quin and the literary
and musical qualities that align them to the positive cause. I argue that
Quin’s hymns are not solely manifestations of Comte’s philosophy. They
are also imbued with the parlance of utility and moral progress reflecting
a particularly late nineteenth century coalescence of positivist and
musical discourses.

Session 2C – Women in London
Wednesday 28 June, 12:00-1:30

Music in London through the Eyes of Octavia Le Vert, the ‘Belle of the
Union’ from Alabama
Candace Bailey
Between 1840 and 1861, many women from the southern US journeyed
to Europe; most arrived in Liverpool, and travelled to London either
directly or via places such as Manchester or Cheltenham Spa. None writes
as explicitly about interactions with specific people as Octavia Le Vert,
known at home and abroad as “the belle of the Union,” or simply,
“Madame.” Fluent in several languages, a lively conversationalist, a
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competent singer and guitar player, and a universally admired hostess in
Mobile, Le Vert learned about English women and their lifestyles firsthand when Lady Emmeline Stuart-Wortley visited her in 1850. They
shared interests in the arts, including musical composition, and both
women published music under their own names before 1850. While such
practice was known in England, southern women did not allow their
names to appear in print. This is one of several instances that
demonstrate Le Vert’s interest in English culture. The bond between the
two women strengthened, and she sailed to England in 1853. During this
time, Le Vert met English musicians (including Henry Bishop), poets,
artists, and novelists, several of whom were women.
This paper will examine the cultural contexts of Le Vert’s experiences in
England. Her social status in the US was middle-class, yet she attempted
to insinuate herself into differing levels of society both at home and
abroad. How she spent her time in England differed significantly from her
southern contemporaries, most of whom were decidedly upper class.
Moreover, Le Vert sought acknowledgment for her own creative activities
at a time when aristocratic southern ladies did not do so. After a stay with
the Countess of Jersey, Le Vert made a revealing remark that
acknowledged English women’s greater freedom in publicly pursuing the
arts. This comment, when considered with others she made and activities
she undertook, divulges a frustrating conflict in social expectations, which
in turn clarifies distinctions between women’s musical experiences in the
US and England during the 19th century.
Female Instrumentalists in the London Chamber Music Network
1857: An Exploration Study about Social Network Analysis in
Historical Musicology
Karl Goldbach
There is hardly any other town in the 19th century which provides such a
lot sources about concert life like London. Therefore London seems to be
the ideal subject to test the possibilities of a method established in the
social sciences: the social network analysis. This paper will at first outline
how this method analyses the relationship between persons in a social
network. After that it will apply this method to a social network derived
from reports about London chamber music concerts in the Musical World
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1857 and take a look on the role of female instrumentalists in this
network. On the one hand this method seems to have a lot of advantages:
It helps to identify influential musicians. Maybe it also helps to identify
musicians with similar careers like the pianists Arabella Goddard and
Eugénie Coulon. On closer inspection slightly alterations of the network
cause huge alterations of the values calculated with this method. For that
reason the final section of the paper will argue what conditions have to be
fulfilled to carry out valid examinations with social network analysis in
historiography of music.
‘Das Weib der neuen Zeit’?: Johanna Kinkel’s Musical Exile in London
Monika Hennemann
Despite the recent upsurge in interest in female musicians, the modest
but multi-faceted and illustrative achievements of the Bonn composer,
pianist, conductor, teacher and writer, Johanna Mockel, married
Mathieux, remarried Kinkel (1810-1858) have received relatively little
attention in British scholarship. This is all the more surprising as she
came to London in 1849 as a political refuge and died in the city after a
mysterious defenestration.
Eager to establish herself in the British capital, Kinkel founded a
children’s singing school, gave private lessons, and reported on London’s
musical conditions in German newspapers. Her studies of music history in
the new reading room of the British Museum resulted in a series of
lecture-recitals on Romantic composers and harmony, presented in
London educational institutions in the mid-1850s, at around the same
time as William Sterndale Bennett’s better known, but not necessarily
better, experiments of a similar type. A projected “History of Music” in
both English and German remained fragmentary and unfinished. Her
magnum opus as a writer was the partly autobiographical and
posthumously published (1860) novel Hans Ibeles in London, which
depicts the experiences of German exiles attempting to create a new life
in the English capital.
This paper relates Kinkel’s rekindled interest in composition towards the
end of her life– as evidenced in an unpublished “Liederbuch” she created
in 1856/57after a hiatus of more than 1 ½ decades–to her music
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aesthetics. For all her revolutionary politics and adventurous biography,
her musical tastes and value judgements remained utterly bourgeois. This
is no Wagner sitting in exile plotting a musical revolution in the wake of a
failed political one, this is a woman staunchly defending the taste and
social cohesion of the previous era while paradoxically having protested
against its politics. Victorian, all too Victorian, to paraphrase Nietzsche.

Session 3A – Working class listening in the long nineteenthcentury
Wednesday 28 June, 2:30-4:30

‘Praise the Lord! We are a musical nation’: the Welsh working
classes and religious singing in the nineteenth century
Helen Barlow
‘Praise the Lord! We are a musical nation’. This line from Under Milk
Wood, spoken by the earnest Nonconformist minister the Reverend Eli
Jenkins, comically pins down both the widely held belief in the innate
musicality of the Welsh and its religious roots.
These roots were put down very largely during the nineteenth century, in
a huge expansion of choral and congregational singing which took hold
across Wales but was particularly characteristic of the industrial
communities of south Wales. This development has been described as ‘a
democratic popular choral culture rooted in the lives of ordinary people’.
Central to that culture was the cymanfa ganu, the mass hymn-singing
festival which involved entire communities. Choral and congregational
singing, typified by the cymanfa ganu, underpinned the perception of
Wales by the Welsh and by many non-Welsh people as ‘the land of song’.
Alongside this phenomenon runs the older, rural tradition of the plygain,
a Welsh Christmas carol service which constitutes a ‘distinctive Welsh
liturgy’. The plygain makes a striking contrast with the cymanfa ganu: it is
a tradition belonging to agricultural workers rather than the mining and
iron-working communities, the singers are members of the congregation,
but singing in small groups of perhaps two or three, and it is a genuinely
sacred musical practice, where the cymanfa is a large-scale singing
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festival which for many participants was as much a social highlight as a
devotional experience.
This paper will briefly describe the nature and origins of these
contrasting traditions, before looking at the responses of listeners both
Welsh and non-Welsh, and the extent to which they perceived these
practices as expressive of a peculiarly Welsh identity, and at some of the
problems encountered in gathering evidence of working-class responses.
Hymns and working-class spiritual identity and affirmation in
nineteenth-century Britain
Martin Clarke
Religious publishing burgeoned in nineteenth-century Britain, as
denominations and parties within them issued hymnals and magazines to
sustain the public liturgical and private devotional lives of their followers.
While hymnals give a strong indicator of the repertoire that those with
either self-appointed or denominationally-bestowed authority considered
suitable for the congregations they sought to serve, the relationship
between them and the popular experience of hymnody is far from
obvious. The selection, practice and reception of hymns in worship are
necessarily localised activities, influenced by the preferences and
capabilities of individual clergy, musicians, and congregations. Religious
magazines, meanwhile, served several purposes, including education, not
always solely religious, and spiritual nourishment. To support and
encourage Christians in their devotional lives, they typically provided a
range of materials such as poetry, prayers and testimony. Updates from
local congregations were also widely featured, along with personal
notices, often with the intention of providing encouragement to others.
Autobiographical sketches, obituaries and personal tributes covered a
range of subjects from influential clergy to individuals whose names
would only have been meaningful in a particular local context, but whose
life stories were considered to resonate more broadly. These writings
often include mention of hymn singing, and provide an otherwise rare
glimpse into its practice and perception by individual believers and local
congregations. This paper examines a series of such examples referring to
the lives of working-class Christians from a variety of church traditions
and denominations. It seeks to identify points of commonality and
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difference, arguing that the hymnody’s prominence in many accounts of
spiritually significant events indicates a shared consensus of its
experiential power and the legitimacy it was able to confer even while
attitudes to repertoire and practice differed according to denominational
or liturgical tradition.
Listening with intent: Music in the lunatic asylum
Rosemary Golding
Attitudes towards the insane changed dramatically between the mideighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries. Where previously those
suffering mental illnesses were to be kept away from society, both for
their own safety and that of others, an attitude of care and cure began to
prevail. Large-scale County Asylums addressed the need to cater for the
pauper population and these institutions, while offering few comforts,
allowed for nineteenth-century philanthropy to reach even the lowest
orders. In particular, the trend for ‘moral management’ focussed attention
on the patient’s life and surroundings, addressing every aspect from diet
to décor. Music was part of this new approach, and became an important
part of the recreational activities on offer, as well as taking a role in
religious observances. Formal reports frequently record the welcome
diversionary effect of music, particularly at the regular asylum dances,
which afforded an opportunity for patients of both sexes to meet. Music
was experienced both actively and passively, with patients taking part in
dancing, singing and occasionally instrumental performance.
The effect of musical experience, and of listening especially, is less well
documented than performances and events. In particular, music occupied
a dual role of both entertainment and therapy. The general reports
produced annually by Medical Superintendents often point towards the
important role played by music and other recreational activities in moral
management of patients’ mental states. In this paper I will investigate the
effects attributed to musical listening as diversion, intellectual
engagement and therapeutic agent, as well as its potential negative
consequences.
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Working-class encounters with ‘elite’ music
David Rowland
The lower classes were largely prevented from engaging with ‘elite’, or
so-called ‘art’ music in the first half of the nineteenth century. Ticket
prices for concerts were out of the reach of poorer members of society
and the costs of instruments and printed music were prohibitive. It was
only in the second half of the century, when the ‘improving’ qualities of
music were widely acknowledged and when prices reduced significantly,
that mass engagement with this repertoire occurred to any significant
extent.
But while the opportunities were limited in the first half of the century for
the lower orders to engage with the sort of music listened to by their
social superiors there were nevertheless some contexts in which they
could do so. Where organs were installed, and where there were church
choirs who were taught to read music in order to sing a more complex
repertoire than psalms and hymns, poorer members of society were able
to engage with the cathedral repertoire. Some of them also played
instruments in the church context, and singers and instrumentalists alike
contributed to the large-scale choruses that were the backbone of many
festivals. Pockets of small-scale domestic music-making existed which
included musicians who were too poor to purchase printed music, but
who had sufficient skills to copy it. During the period, open-air
performances also grew in number, often of transcriptions of the
orchestral repertoire. The picture around the UK was far from uniform,
however, and these activities were more widespread in some areas than
in others.
This paper will outline the various opportunities taken by the lower
orders to engage with various ‘elite’ repertoires, evaluating their
reactions to the music through their recorded listening experiences.
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Session 3B – Music in the theatre
Wednesday 28 June, 2:30-4:30

Aladdin vs. Oberon; or, the Question of British Musical Taste
Christina Fuhrman
In 1826, the Morning Post asked “are the English not a musical people?”
This question shaped discourse about musical taste throughout the
nineteenth century. Were the British inherently musical (or unmusical)?
Was there a uniquely British musical taste? If so, how did it compare to
Continental taste? And, if it compared unfavourably, how could it be
improved? 1826 was a propitious time to revisit these issues, for British
and foreign opera came into unusually direct competition. Covent Garden
manager Charles Kemble offered an unprecedented commission from an
English-language playhouse to a foreign composer: to Carl Maria von
Weber for Oberon, which premiered in April 1826. Drury Lane manager
Robert William Elliston responded with Aladdin, an opera by Britain’s
foremost theatre composer, Henry Rowley Bishop, which premiered two
weeks after Oberon.
This rivalry stimulated intriguing reflections on taste from the periodical
press. Revisiting these reviews allows us to question prominent scholarly
narratives: of Weber curtailing his genius to suit degraded British taste
and of Aladdin as unworthy of notice. In contrast, British critics viewed
Oberon as thoroughly German and struggled with whether this
represented a height to which British taste should aspire or a turgid
approach unsuited to British listeners’ propensity for melody. Critics
approached Aladdin as a worthy competitor, but were disappointed when
Bishop imitated the German style instead of producing a more thoroughly
British opera. Yet, they found it difficult to reach a consensus on what a
truly native musical style might be. Revisiting Oberon vs. Aladdin
challenges outdated narratives of foreign composers adrift in an
‘unmusical’ land and reveals the complex challenges of defining and
defending national musical taste.
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Loved to Death; or, How Shall We Get Rid of Him? Burlesques of Don
Giovanni on the early nineteenth-century London stage
Rachel Cowgill
A prominent concern in early English responses to Mozart’s Don Giovanni
was the protagonist’s origins in low comedy, something that not only
influenced the work’s reception, but can be seen to have obstructed its
passage to the stage. It took around thirty years following the Prague
première for Don Giovanni to be produced at the King’s Theatre, London’s
Italian opera house, despite increasing pressure on the opera
management to programme Mozart from a new generation of critics. The
first production was an unprecedented success financially and artistically,
but was also unprecedented for its close attention to ‘the text’ – that is,
what was perceived to be the composer’s and to a lesser extent the
librettist’s original intentions. Don Giovanni was thus presented as opera
to be taken seriously and reverently, which was emphasized in the
scholarly preface to the printed libretto issued for the first London
production.
Running contrary to this veneration was a series of burlesque sequels
staged at the capital’s English theatres and minor theatres in the years
after the London première. In these the Don returns from the underworld
for fresh amorous escapades that reconnected him to the worlds of
slapstick comedy and political satire. Drawing on manuscript libretti held
at the Huntington Library, in addition to printed and musical sources
available elsewhere – including several discovered recently in my work
on the Norwich Theatre Royal Collection at the Norfolk Heritage Centre –
this paper investigates what these popular shows reveal about the
relationship between high and low and theatre and politics in the London
reception of Don Giovanni. Productions discussed will include Moncrieff’s
Giovanni in London; or, The Libertine Reclaimed (Olympic Theatre, 1817,
and Drury Lane, 1820), Dibdin’s Don Giovanni; or, The Spectre on
Horseback (Royal Circus and Surrey Theatre, 1817, Covent Garden, 1819,
and English Opera House, 1820), Giovanni in Ireland (New (Royal) West
London Theatre and Drury Lane, 1821), Giovanni the Vampire; or, How
Shall We Get Rid of Him? (Adelphi Theatre, 1821), Giovanni in Botany! The
Libertine Transported! (Olympic Theatre, 1822), and The Death of Don
Giovanni; or, The Shades of Logic, Tom and Jerry (Olympic Theatre, 1823).
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Operatic Exposition: A Comparative Analysis of Chorus Numbers as
the Exposition in Arthur Sullivan’s Haddon Hall (1892), Leslie
Stuart's Florodora (1899) and Charles Villiers Stanford’s Much Ado
About Nothing (1901)
Sonja Jüschke
Composers almost always choose a chorus number to perform the
important task of explaining the often very complicated plot of an opera
in the first number after the overture. British opera is no exception. The
chorus, often representing the locals of the region where the opera is set,
informs the audience about the main conflict and the characters involved.
Furthermore, it is responsible for creating a suitable atmosphere for the
first scenes. Singing the very first words on stage and therefore leaving
the first impression of the vocal numbers is a function that carries a lot of
weight. The number has to draw and to arrest the audience's attention as
well. Especially in comic opera the plot tends to be intricate and full of
misunderstandings, therefore it is crucial for the audience to understand
the initial situation. Musically, this can be realised in very different ways
as the examples will show – with or without the involvement of soloists,
in a very simple strophic form or in a complex segmented form and so on.
Sometimes, the overture has even been reduced to a short instrumental
prelude as in Haddon Hall, Florodora and Much Ado About Nothing.
Arguably, chorus numbers became increasingly important in English
comic operas in the 1890s, so a detailed comparative analysis seems to be
a promising approach in order to understand this genre better.
This paper will discuss how Caryll, Jones and Sullivan utilize the chorus in
the aforementioned operas to introduce the plot and ensure the
audience's attention.
Carmen, as heard and seen in Britain
Paul Rodmell
Unlike its Paris premiere, the first performance of Carmen in London in
1878 was warmly received and the work proved to be an instant hit with
the opera-going public, who were entranced by both Bizet’s music and by
Minnie Hauk’s representation of the title-role. Indeed, although Hauk had
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previously appeared in London some years earlier, it was this role that
secured her British reputation, and she remained indelibly associated
with the part; for some years afterwards her representation of the
character was the yardstick by which all other singers in the part were
judged. This paper focuses on the reception of Minnie Hauk’s
performances – both the anticipation and subsequent critical reaction –
and also on British reactions to Bizet’s opera in general at its premiere
and in the years immediately following. In an era when operatic heroines
were expected by British audiences to be meek, virtuous and adoring,
Carmen’s passion and sensuousness subverted expectations to a greater
extent than perhaps any other character in nineteenth-century opera.

Session 3C – Music as commodity and trade
Wednesday 28 June, 2:30-4:30

Music at an Exhibition: The Irish Constabulary Band and the 1864
Dublin Exhibition of Industry and Manufactures
Maria Byrne
Industrial exhibitions were a common feature of nineteenth-century
British life. Studies of these exhibitions throw light on aspects of
economic, industrial and social development. By observing the place of
music at these exhibitions it is possible to examine music’s coalescence
with industry in shaping economic ideals, class structure and national
identity.
While much research has been conducted into prominent international
exhibitions such as that of London’s Crystal Palace in 1851, there is a gap
in research into national exhibitions in peripheral cities such as Dublin.
This paper opens a discussion on the significance of music at Irish
exhibitions, using the 1864 National Exhibition of Industry and
Manufactures as an example.
Music held a central role at this exhibition as evidenced by its substantial
budget allocation. Many musical ensembles entertained the viewing
public throughout the exhibition’s six-month run, with military bands
performing twice daily. This paper uses the popular band of the Irish
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Constabulary as the entry point for considering the role of music at the
1864 Exhibition, examining programmes, performance types and
audience profile. The colonial Irish Constabulary band rose rapidly to
prominence during the 1860s intersecting widely and consistently with a
vast range of events and leisure pursuits, including numerous shows and
exhibitions.
This paper documents promenades, concerts and music exhibits at this
exhibition and raises questions about the use of music at exhibitions to
promote particular ideologies, philosophies and beliefs. It observes in
particular how music could voice the specific message of the Irish
exhibition movement in a society that was both convergent and divergent
with mainland British culture.
Women Composers and the Bristol Exhibition of Women’s Industries
Sarah Kirby
On the 4th of April 1885, in a concert the first of its kind, Jane Jackson
Roeckel held a piano recital of works composed entirely by women. Given
under the auspices of the Bristol Exhibition of Women’s Industries, this
recital was an extraordinary success, repeated with an expanded
programme four days later, and given again in July of that year. Far from
being a one-off, the Bristol Exhibition heralded a suite of such events
across Europe and the colonies. These Exhibitions, focusing on the artistic
and industrial abilities of women, signify an unprecedented shift away
from the emphasis usually placed on maleness and masculinized
technology in contemporary Exhibition culture.
Roeckel’s recital—containing some of her own works, and of Kate Loder,
Clara Wieck, Fanny Hensel, Agnes Zimmermann and Maude Valérie White,
among others—was extremely well received, with the concept of the
programme widely applauded and individual works singled out for
recognition and praise. This exceptionally positive reception appears
paradoxically against the contemporary critical climate in Britain, where
assessments of female composers’ work ranged from openly hostile to
mildly condescending. Many reports (sometimes even in the same
publications that praised Roeckel’s recital) even bluntly questioned
women’s intellectual capacity to compose.
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This paper argues that it was specifically the Exhibition context of
Roeckel’s recitals that allowed for both the unusual choice of
programming and its reception. It does this by exploring the mechanisms
and expectations surrounding an Exhibition of ‘women’s work’, while
drawing on Emma Ferry’s discussion of the Bristol Exhibition and the
social meaning given to architectural space. By holding the Exhibition—a
conventionally male gendered event and space—in the Queen’s Villa in
Bristol—formerly a domestic residence, and therefore a conventionally
female gendered space—Ferry argues that the distinction between
private and public was obscured. In the case of music, Roeckel’s recitals
were similarly presented in a ‘Salon’ or ‘at home’ environment, yet were
reported and publicised as any other public recital would have been.
This paper also briefly compares the reception of these recitals to those
given along similar lines at other Women’s Exhibitions in Sydney (1889),
Copenhagen (1895) and The Hague (1898), asking whether the trends
established at Bristol were continued in different political and national
contexts.
Musical Entrepreneurship in early-Victorian Manchester
Rachel Johnson
Musical life in early-Victorian Manchester displays a complex network of
philanthropists, entrepreneurs and enthusiasts, with the same relatively
small core of personnel frequently recurring in subscription lists, on
committees, and as performers. This paper will trace the careers of two
musical entrepreneurs: Richard Hoffman Andrews and David Ward
Banks. Following the paths and connections of these protagonists sheds
light on the practicalities of their network and its relationship with wider
social and cultural structures in the newly-industrialised city.
Andrews and Banks were particularly active in the period 1830-1860,
working variously as performers, teachers, lecturers and organisers of
concerts. Banks found success as an oratorio conductor, while Andrews
also ran a successful music shop and a publishing business, composed a
quantity of music for voice and piano, and founded a music circulating
library. They developed and exploited new opportunities for musical
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employment wherever they could, working hard to expand and educate
their audiences, as demonstrated by Andrews lecturing on ‘Music as an
Art and a Science’ to the city’s elite at the Royal Manchester Institution
while also providing elementary vocal instruction at the Mechanics’
Institution. Their efforts brought them into contact, and sometimes
conflict, with many of the leading institutions and individuals of
Manchester’s musical and civic life.
The Dublin Music Trade Project: A Work in Progress
Catherin Ferris
The Dublin Music Trade project was initiated by the late Brian Boydell
(1917–2000): composer, professor of music at Trinity College Dublin and
author of the seminal texts A Dublin Musical Calendar, 1700–60 (Dublin:
Irish Academic Press, 1988) and Rotunda Music in Eighteenth-Century
Dublin (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 1992). Over the course of his
research, he compiled a card index of music publishers, printers, sellers
and instrument makers operating in Dublin from 1750 to 1850.
Publication of this research was planned but never came to fruition.
In the 1990s this research was passed onto his son Barra Boydell:
professor of music at the National University of Ireland, Maynooth and
expert on the history of music in Ireland with an emphasis on the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and on organology and musical
iconography. Barra transferred the information from his father’s card
catalogue to computer. He developed and expanded the database,
planning to extend the research to the end of the nineteenth century. On
his retirement, this research was passed on to be developed into an online
resource.
This paper will introduce the resulting www.dublinmusictrade.ie, which
details the who, what, where and when of the historic music trade in
Dublin. It will demonstrate the open-source technology supporting the
resource, explain the database structure which enables complex research
queries, and demonstrate its usefulness for scholars of nineteenthcentury music in Dublin. Finally, it will discuss the future of the resource
in terms of contributions and collaborations.
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Keynote I – Professor Derek Scott
Wednesday 28 June, 5:00-6:15
British Musical Comedy in the 1890s: Modernity without Modernism
Musical comedy, a genre that developed alongside the final Savoy operas
in the 1890s, has been neglected in cultural history, and hugely successful
shows of that decade, such as The Shop Girl and San Toy, have disappeared
from the stage. While countless books have been written on the comic
operas of Gilbert and Sullivan, it was not until 2004 that Len Platt
published the first academic book that focused on musical comedy. Since
then, other work has appeared revealing the successful transfer of British
musical comedy to stages in continental Europe. However, serious studies
of this genre remain small in number, and I hope, in this presentation, to
stimulate interest that might lead to future research. One reason for such
research is that we cannot fully understand the development of musical
theatre without a knowledge of musical comedies, especially since so
many of them transferred successfully to Broadway. Another reason is
that they demonstrate that a distinction is necessary between modernity
and modernism. Musical comedies prided themselves on being modern,
but they were not vehicles for modernist experimentations in musical
style.

Session 4A – Styles and identities
Thursday 29 June, 09:30 – 11:30

The ‘English style’: Clementi’s performance markings of his piano
sonata Op.2 No.2
Jing Ouyang
The examination of sonatas by Clementi from a performance perspective
which has been neglected will be the focus in this paper. Clementi piano
sonata Op.2 No.2 was first published in 1779 and it was revised by
Clementi in 1820. Perhaps because the increasing number of amateur
pianists in the 18th and 19th century who needed detailed performance
guidance or Clementi’s playing style had changed in later years, the
revised version is added expressive features of performance instruction
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including dynamic, pedalling, phrasing and articulation. The
improvisational elements such as ornamentation and cadenza were also
provided by the composer. These additional materials contain clues to the
way in which the music might have had been performed by Clementi. It is
an extremely helpful source for performers in the modern day to give a
stylistically and historically informed performance.
In my presentation, I will compare the musical text of the first and revised
versions in order to show the influence of piano development in Britain
on the music written by Clementi. Firstly, the dramatic contrast in
dynamics, touches and registers not only manifest the capability and style
of English pianos but also the comprehensive playing technique of
Clementi. Secondly, the embellishments were added extensively even
though both movements in this sonata are in fast tempo. This manner of
placing the embellishment was different from the Viennese composers
including Leopold Mozart and Türk who described that addition of
embellishments mainly in slow movements. Furthermore, the issues
regarding the aesthetics of performance of repeats and cadenzas in
Clementi’s sonatas will be addressed. In conclusion, the comparison of
two versions of Clementi Op.2 No.2 provide insights of interpretation by
the composer.
'Faking It to Make It: Bax, Fiona Macleod and Celticism.'
Aidan Thomson
To date, most research on the self-consciously Irish style that Bax
cultivated in the early years of the twentieth century has focused on
orchestral pieces such as the ‘Éire’ trilogy and The Garden of Fand. Less
has been written about his works in smaller-scale genres, particularly his
songs and chamber music. Yet this music was crucial for the composer in
developing his compositional idiolect, and particularly his musical
evocation, or, more accurately, construction, of the ‘Celtic’.
A crucial element to the genesis of Bax’s Celtic style lay in his settings of
the poetry of ‘Fiona Macleod’. In view of Bax’s literary and geographical
infatuation with Ireland, this may come as a surprise: ‘Macleod’ was the
pseudonym of the Scottish poet, William Sharp, whose reputation within
Irish literary circles had been on the wane for some years prior to Bax’s
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discovery of Yeats. This perhaps makes Bax’s choice of Macleod all the
more intriguing, and provides insights into the nature of his conception of
Celticism.
In this paper, I shall raise a number of issues arising from Bax’s creative
relationship with Macleod, notably the element of pretence involved by
both men in pretending to be something that they were not (Bax the
Englishman writing self-consciously Irish music, Macleod the man writing
under a female moniker), the extent to which Bax’s Ireland at this point
was a specifically feminine (and to an extent feminized) idealization, and
the intellectual and ideological connections between Macleod and Irish
poets in whose circles Bax would later move, notably George Russell
(‘AE’). I shall also consider some of Bax’s early unpublished settings of
Macleod, some of which influence his later orchestral music to a greater
extent than has hitherto been realised.
The Business of Synagogue Music Publishing: Musical
Demonstrations of Anglo-Jewish Identity in Victorian Britain
Danielle Padley
Within the extensive array of music published in Britain throughout the
nineteenth century, synagogue repertoire made up a minute proportion.
However, of the three most significant collections of music published for
synagogue use during this period, two – The Ancient Melodies of the
Liturgy of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews (1858) and Volume One of The
Music used in the Services of the West London Synagogue of British Jews
(1861) – were reviewed in the major arts magazine the Athenaeum. The
third, The Voice of Prayer and Praise: A Handbook of Synagogue Music for
Congregational Singing (1899), to this day remains the canonical volume
for synagogues wishing to hold traditional choral services.
While only The Music used… came from the newly-established ‘Reformed’
branch of Judaism, all three collections provide evidence of the national
shift from fluid, cantor-led services to more structured, choral-based
forms of worship, echoing parallel musical reforms in church practice.
Each collection represents a different denomination (Spanish and
Portuguese Orthodox, Reform, and Central European Orthodox), yet there
is a common focus on creating a soundscape which unites Jewish heritage
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with a demonstration of ‘Britishness’. At the same time, each collection
has a clear agenda, be that to promote its repertoire (as well as,
occasionally, the music of a particular composer) to Jewish and nonJewish audiences, encourage congregants to become familiar with
liturgical melodies, or respond to the ongoing inter-denominational
rivalry existent between Orthodox and Reform communities.
This paper will illustrate how synagogue communities took advantage of
the thriving music publishing business to present a major aspect of their
Anglo-Jewish identity, as they wished it to be portrayed, to the wider
British public. It will suggest reasons behind the volumes’ publication,
explore approaches to shared musical content, and present new research
which recasts the chronology of synagogue music publication in Britain.
‘Behind the Nightlight’: Images of childhood in Liza Lehmann’s music
Angela Annese
Like most of women composers in the Western music tradition,
particularly in the long nineteenth century, Liza Lehmann (1862 - 1918)
shaped her own way to musical expression almost exclusively as an
author of songs, which she created in great number throughout thirty
years of composing practice. Though respectful of current habits, many of
her vocal works show a distinctive attitude in freely exploring all the
possible relations between music and words, which is quite uncommon
among her British contemporaries, either male or female. The successful
establishment of the song-cycle form, which she is probably the first
British musician to adopt to a large extent starting from her commanding
work In a Persian Garden (Khayaám, transl. Fitzgerald, 1896), is a
significant example of her personal research.
Lehmann’s particular attention to childhood, while being deeply rooted in
her time, generated a copious and varied musical production with no
equals at the time. In this respect, it outlines an ideal field where her fresh
creativity in genre, form and style as well as in rhythmic, melodic and
harmonic invention emerges, within established boundaries but without
constraints. By analytically approaching Lehmann’s works devoted to
childhood - from Nonsense Songs from Alice in Wonderland (Carroll, 1908)
to The Selfish Giant (Wilde, 1911), from Once upon a Time (Jessop, 1903)
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to Behind the Nightlight (Maude / Price, 1913), to name just few - and
their great variety in form and style - from poetry to narrative, from
single voice to choir, from strophic melody to prosodic vocal line, from
recitative style to recitation with music - this paper intends to highlight
the intense characters and colours of Lehmann’s musical pages, where
sounds and words fit together, as in her own words, simply as “the cutting
of one's musical coat according to the poetic cloth”.

Session 4B – Pot-Pourri II
Thursday 29 June, 9:30-11:00

Pitched battles? Vocal Health and the English Pitch Debate
Chloe Valenti
‘If anything be public property, it is surely the voice of a public singer and
the voice of a singer, public or private, will not long maintain its strength
or sweetness if it be mis-used – made to do work for which it is unfit.’
(The Musical Times, 1 May 1869).
In the 1860s the tenor Sims Reeves, supported by Adelina Patti and
Christine Nilsson, started a campaign to lower English concert pitch. Pitch
in England was considerably higher than in other parts of the continent,
and singers were straining their voices to dangerous levels as a result.
Whilst they received support from doctors, singing teachers and critics,
Michael Costa resisted the changes, and other notable figures in the
British musical world were noticeably absent from the debate.
The problems of pitch and its impact on singers’ health inevitably tapped
into a range of other concerns. Foreign singers performing in England
were compelled to sing familiar works at a considerably higher pitch than
they were accustomed to. Some critics argued that works should be
performed at the pitch the composer intended, yet the practice of
transposing arias for the comfort of the singers was widespread, if
increasingly criticised for damaging the harmonic unity of the work. Some
blamed the public for prizing entertainment over the health of the
performers, while others believed that the desire of singers to display
their voices made them complicit in the climb in pitch. Comparisons with
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practices on the continent were inevitable, and the mixed results of
experiments with pitch in venues abroad were followed with interest by
the British press. At the heart of the debate was the question of the
singer’s autonomy over their own instrument, whether medical issues
overrode aesthetic values, and ultimately whether the voice should be
considered public or private property.
Adolph Brodsky and the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto
Caitlin Johnson
Most research on Tchaikovsky’s concerto has focused on the German and
Russian violin traditions. But the unedited concerto was premiered in
Britain soon after its 1881 Vienna premiere before it was performed in
Russia. Britain was a champion of Tchaikovsky’s music before much of
Russia, and this topic of Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto in Great Britain is
especially intriguing given the intense Anglo-Russian geopolitical rivalry
at the time of the concerto’s birth and the unmistakably Russian character
of the concerto.
The work is now a worldwide favourite but in multiple editions with
significant differences. The two most significant versions are the original
concerto and Leopold Auer’s version, which includes some rewritten,
more “violinistic” passages and several cuts. Auer helped establish the
concerto—his version—as a classic. Adolph Brodsky, who performed the
premiere in 1881, was the first advocate of the piece for a live,
contemporary audience, even before Auer, but Brodsky’s role is often
forgotten. Brodsky, like Auer, created his own version of the concerto, as
seen in the Brodsky Papers at the Royal Northern College of Music
Library, but his version is not known or performed today. (Brodsky spent
over thirty years as principal of the Royal Manchester College of Music,
where he became a musical icon.) This paper considers the concerto’s
place in British musical history, from its British premiere to Brodsky’s
changes to the modern day, and includes a survey of recordings of
Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto in the British magazine Gramophone.
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An Englishman in Brussels: Thomas Lamb Phipson’s observations of
Belgian violinists and violin culture in the 19th century
Richard Sutcliffe
The English scientist Thomas Lamb Phipson, a native of Birmingham,
arrived in Belgium at an early age and studied at the Free University of
Brussels but his true passion was music and the violin. A student of Henri
Standish one of the star pupils of Charles de Bériot’s classe de
perfectionnement at the Brussels Conservatoire and later an assistant
teacher himself, Phipson published five books of musical anecdotes
between 1877 and 1902 which offer a rare glimpse into the importance of
the violin in the musical culture of Brussels. Thanks to his family’s
connections and his modest talent as a violinist himself, he met many of
the virtuosi of the period including de Bériot, Hubert Léonard, Henri
Vieuxtemps and Henryk Wieniawski all important teachers at the
Brussels Conservatoire and innovators of 19th century violin playing. This
presentation will present Phipson’s recollections related to the activities
of the Brussels Conservatoire and its teachers with an emphasis of its
importance to the musical public of the day.
The Celebrated Distin Family
Anneke Scott
During the mid-nineteenth century the Distin Family Quintet/Quartet
performed countless concerts throughout Europe and North America. The
ensemble's career coincided with a period during which brass playing and
technology shifted from valveless “natural” instruments and keyed
instruments to the new designs of valved brass. The Distin family was of
seminal importance with regard to this shift; their performances on the
newly invented “saxhorns”, as well as their own endeavours in
manufacturing instruments and publishing music and tutors for these
new instruments, not to mention their involvement with amateur music
making the length and breadth of the British Isles, did much to promote
brass music and to cultivate the growing brass band movement.
In the lead up to 2014, the bicentenary of the birth of Adophe Sax, period
instrument ensemble The Prince Regent’s Band set about constructing a
programme for saxhorn ensemble based on the work and repertoire of
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the Distin Family. Whilst it is possible to identify the compositions the
ensemble performed none of their arrangements/transcriptions for the
family ensemble survive. In this paper I will explore the approach The
Prince Regent’s Band took in reconstructing and interpreting the
repertoire of the Distin Family. This paper will examine the challenges
involved in successfully sourcing an ensemble of nineteenth century
saxhorns and the experience of working with these unusual instruments.
In particular, this paper will discuss the creative approach that The Prince
Regent’s Band took in “re-rearranging” a number of works, the limitations
implicit in any approach to reconstructing the Distin repertoire and will
suggest that the PRB’s approach echoes the pragmatic and flexible to
repertoire demonstrated by the Distins themselves.

Session 4C – Cultural exchange: Germany & Britain
Thursday 29 June, 10:00-11:30

Mendelssohn and the two Englishmen
Peter Horton
Mendelssohn, whom George Grove once described as ‘almost an honorary
Englishman’, was undoubtedly the most popular foreign musician of his
generation to visit England. As a result, his acquaintance or friendship
was widely sought and his endorsement much valued. Less happily, it
could also lead to competition between those who vied with each other
for the German’s attention or favour. Such appears to have been the case
with the composer and pianist William Sterndale Bennett and the critic
Henry Chorley. Both were acquainted with Mendelssohn, but Chorley
seems to have tried to make himself Mendelssohn’s principal contact in
London when the latter was planning his visits to England. Drawing on
correspondence and other writings, this paper will attempt to shed light
on the relationship between Bennett, Chorley and Mendelssohn in the
1840s, and will chart the steady deterioration in relations between the
two Englishmen thereafter, which appears to have led to Bennett’s
blackballing Chorley’s application for membership of the Athenaeum club
in 1862.
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From Wellingtons Sieg oder die Schlacht bei Vitoria to The Battle
Symphony: A perfect symbol of Beethoven’s relationships with
Britain during his life-time.
Nicolas Molle
The Battle of Vitoria (Op. 95), composed by Beethoven, was conducted for
the first time in England on February 10th, 1815 by Sir George Smart
during the Oratorio season. This 15-minute-long symphony, which was
later qualified as a “dummheit” (“a stupid thing”) by the composer
himself, celebrates the victory of the future Duke of Wellington over the
French troops of Jérôme Bonaparte in 1813 in Vitoria, Spain. This piece of
music perfectly symbolises all the aspects of the relationships between
the German composer and Britain.
First, it is the musical incarnation of Beethoven’s political enthusiasm for
British politics and the British nation but it is also the perfect symbol of
Beethoven’s complicated commercial relationships with the British Isles.
However, even if The Battle Symphony was composed as a token of
Beethoven’s admiration for England, it is also the perfect illustration of
Beethoven’s marketing talent. Finally, from a British perspective, The
Battle Symphony, along with his oratorio The Christ on the Mount of Olives,
was a key work in Beethoven’s promotion by Sir George, director of the
Oratorio Concerts, with 38 performances of the symphony in ten years.
Nevertheless, even if these regular performances made the German
musician famous and a celebrated hero all around Britain, for Beethoven
this success had a bitter taste for various reasons. Thus, this paper will
focus on the historical aspects of The Battle Symphony, especially its
success across the Channel while, for Beethoven, it was one of his worst
experiences with Britain, so rare in the case of his relationship with the
country that it is worth lingering on it.
Francis Edward Bache (1833–58) and musical influence
Christopher Redwood
This paper considers the situation of a young mid-19th century British
composer, handicapped by a lack of both encouragement for music and a
native tradition. Influence or its absence was thus of considerable
importance and Edward Bache presents a particular example. Born in
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Birmingham in the same year as Brahms he grew up in an atmosphere
dominated by Mendelssohn – under whose baton as a 13 year-old
schoolboy he played violin in the 1846 première of Elijah, Chopin – whose
works he played, Bellini – whose music he admired and Schumann –
whose piano compositions he surprisingly disliked. At 16 he left to study
with Sterndale Bennett while also being appointed organist at a London
church. During the next three years he wrote much music and performed
the first movement of his Piano Concerto, attracting high praise from
Chorley. Other compositions included an operetta, while a publisher
commissioned him to produce lighter, saleable pieces.
After three years Bennett sent him to Leipzig, no doubt hoping he would
become acquainted with the new music of Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner, but
since Mendelssohn’s death standards at the Conservatorium had begun to
decline and his teacher, Hauptman, positively discouraged those
composers. This did not stop Bache writing his first serious opera and
completing the Piano Concerto that can be heard on CD today. A Piano
Trio written for Arabella Goddard became well-known although only
published posthumously. He then travelled through Paris to Rome in an
attempt to study Italian opera and shake off the stultifying German
influence. The visit was also intended to combat the tuberculosis he had
contracted but tragically that aim was unsuccessful and he died a month
short of his 25th birthday: another of the many talented young composers
who did not live to fully realise their gifts.

Session 5A – Musical Amateurs
Thursday 29 June, 12:00-1:30

‘Fiddlers’ Tunebooks’: Popular Music of the Olden Time?
Rebecca Dellow
In the 19th century, a number of musicians existed who are rarely the
subject of any study. This group of hidden, amateur musicians have left
their mark through their handwritten musical texts which make up an
archive of manuscripts, spread all over the country, held in libraries,
museums, record offices and in private ownership.
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Generating more interest amongst folk-music enthusiasts than academics,
these musical texts reveal much about the lives of amateur, working-class
musicians and their participation in and consumption of the rich, vibrant
19th century musical culture which surrounded them. My research focuses
on three manuscripts dating from approximately 1860 - 1880:



Bennett - the earliest manuscript, dated 1860 and belonging to
George Wilkins Bennett, a blacksmith from Chedzoy, Somerset.
Till /Clutterbuck - dated 1866 from Stone in Gloucestershire,
belonging to George, a labourer and gardener.
Hampton - dating from c.1870 – 1880 belonging to Thomas
Hampton, my great-great grandfather, a skinner and general
labourer, from Hereford city centre.

The popular assumption that the musicians’ sources were primarily oral
and traditional is expelled. Instead, I demonstrate that the musicians were
feeding off the mass output of cheap, popular music and these
handwritten musical texts were the product of contemporary 19th century
printed musical texts. This leads me to argue that these manuscripts
should be included in wider 19th century English music studies, rather
than restricted to the folk-music genre.
The accessibility of the published musical texts which are at the very core
of the handwritten musical manuscripts becomes the focus of the paper.
Ascertaining why and from where the musicians were copying the tunes
leads me to a 19th century musical culture or resource, a repository of
musical texts about which very little is known, that of the Music
Circulating Library.
‘Brilliant but not Difficult’: amateur playing of Chopin in Victorian
Britain
Inja Stanovic
Chopin's connections with Great Britain date from 1833, if not earlier,
through his relations with Wessel - one of his first music publishers. In
this respect, Great Britain occupies a unique position in Chopin’s
reception history: while it was one of the three locations for publication of
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his first editions, it produced highly polarized reactions to his music that
greatly influenced the reception and performances of his works after his
death, revealing a different set of attitudes to those found in France and
Germany. Throughout the nineteenth century Chopin's music in Britain
was published by a significant number of music publishers besides
Wessel. To name only a very few, the Deux Valses Melancoliques were
published by Ewer in 1854, and by Scheurmann in 1855; Boosey
published a new edition of mazurkas in 1860; and the twelve polonaises
appeared with Augener in 1872. Throughout nineteenth-century Britain,
the demand for drawing room pieces was high and Chopin's piano pieces
were frequently published in amateur score collections, as early as from
1836 and publication of Chopin's Nocturne in D flat Major, Op.27 No.2 in
Wessel's L'amateur Pianiste.
This paper considers the music of Chopin in the context of amateur piano
playing in Victorian Britain, paying particular attention to those
collections of his music; Chopin's compositions are discussed relative to:
1) the totality of his publications within the amateur collections; 2) the
popularity of pieces within those collections; 3) editorial changes to
Chopin's writing, as was deemed necessary for the intended audience. In
doing so, the paper explores some of the numerous subtexts underlying
the respective positions of amateur piano playing in Victorian Britain,
publisher's interests and preoccupations and the views of Chopin himself.
Taken as a whole, these subtexts shed light on the prevailing
preoccupations of the Victorian age, and demonstrate how an
appreciation of cultural, political and social contexts may benefit research
of this nature.
“Giving local and unknown composers a platform” ‒ Dan Godfrey,
Bournemouth and the Symphony
Lewis Foreman
The achievement of Dan Godfrey in developing the Bournemouth
Municipal Orchestra (BMO) between 1893 and 1934 is widely
acknowledged. Godfrey was significant in a period when getting an
orchestral hearing on a public stage was remarkably difficult for all but
the most celebrated composers. He was willing to programme new works
by unknown names, and the list of his performances is remarkably wide51

ranging, though many of the composers in question have been lost to us
since Godfrey’s time, and much of the music is difficult to find. Godfrey
specialised in British music, but not to the exclusion of continental
composers of his day who also were widely represented. It seems
probable that the extent of the available repertoire at Bournemouth is not
exclusive to a south coast seaside resort, but similar musical activity
elsewhere is much more difficult to document and Bournemouth remains
the pre-eminent example, with a professional orchestra and surviving
programme archives.
A study of the BMO programmes preserved at Bournemouth Public
Library identifies the remarkable activity in the period up to 1914,
including scores written by local musicians, teachers, organists and
players in the orchestra, but there was also a wider constituency. The
period from 1893 to the outbreak of the First World War was a
particularly fruitful time. Focusing on symphonies as notably exemplars
that have not received a wider hearing, the speaker will consider
examples by Bournemouth composers before the First World War,
including: Adam [von Ahn] Carse; Edgar Bainton; Frank Tapp; Arthur
Barclay [Jones]; E. Bertini; Joseph Cox Bridge; T[homas] Arthur Burton;
F[rancis] E Gladstone; Percy Godfrey; Henry Holloway; Richard Harvey
Löhr; Montague Phillips; William Henry Speer; Bruce H D Steane; Edith
Swepstone; Samuel Coleridge Taylor; Arnold Trowell; W. H. Bell; Ernest
Bryson; H[arry] A Keyser; William Wallace and Thomas Wingham.

Session 5B – Music instruments
Thursday 29 June, 12:00-1:30

Ubiquity Organised: Mechanical Instruments in Early-Victorian
London
Jo Hicks
Mechanization touched many aspects of Victorian life, including the
performance of music. Long before the advent of sound recording, or the
contemporaneous introduction of perforated paper rolls for player pianos
and the like, the simple pinned barrel was widely used in both public and
private settings. In large cities like London, the most prominent
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instrument to use pinned barrels was the street organ, which was at the
centre of a well-documented campaign to regulate the “nuisance” caused
by organ grinders, particularly organ grinders who had migrated to
English cities in search of work. The Street Music Act of 1864 saw the
middle-class opposition to foreign invasion (mechanical, acoustic, and
economic) enshrined in law. Yet, throughout the same period, the pinned
barrel was also marketed to parish churches across the capital – churches
that sought to accommodate the growing demand for Sunday hymnsinging without relying on either poorly trained amateur organists or
costly, bought-in professionals. While the phenomenon of street nuisance
has received widespread attention in cultural history, musicology, sound
studies, and English literature, the advent of mechanically-assisted
congregational singing has been less remarked outside of the sub-field of
ecclesiastically-minded organology. My aim in this paper is to ask how we
might bring both sorts of pinned performance together under a rubric of
musical ubiquity. Rather than thinking of ubiquity in terms of listening
“anywhere, anytime,” as the Gramophone Company slogan would later
have it, the double life of the pinned barrel in Victorian London suggests
that ubiquity can also be divisive – a means of organising musical life,
both socially and spatially.
The Flageolet – a Woodwind Instrument which Transcended Social
Class and Gender in Nineteenth-Century England
Douglas Macmillan
The first description of the French flageolet was given by Mersenne in
1636 but the English flageolet – a derivative of the recorder and the
principal topic of my paper – was a product of the nineteenth century.
My paper will give a brief outline of the organology of the English
flageolet and its evolution into double, triple, and transverse forms,
before discussing the instrument’s repertoire. The contrast between the
simple repertoire for the English flageolet (which was predominantly an
amateur’s instrument) will be contrasted with the virtuoso repertoire
developed by French flageolet players in the latter part of the nineteenth
century. Many tutor books were published, and these will be summarised
and contextualised in the course of the examination of the instruments
and their repertoire. The use of the flageolet as an imitator of bird song
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will be highlighted, and the reasons for the lack of a substantial orchestral
repertoire noted.
Social aspects to be discussed will include the usage of the flageolet,
ranging from the concert hall to the salon, the ballroom, and the theatre.
After the middle of the century, the flageolet became increasingly popular
with music-hall artists and touring companies, and its use by iterant
musicians and the impoverished of society will be highlighted.
Wind instruments were deemed to be largely the province of male
players, but I will explore the substantial evidence which shows that the
flageolet was played by women.
I hope to present a picture of an instrument which was socially rich but
musically poor, and which has been almost entirely neglected by the
historical performance movement. In its own way, the flageolet
contributed to the musical life of the long nineteenth century.
The ancestors of J.R.R. Tolkien: Piano-making and music
composition in Birmingham and London
Brad Eden
This paper will provide the surviving early to mid-nineteenth century
evidence related to Henry, Alfred, and John Benjamin Tolkien, who had
piano-making and music businesses in London and Birmingham, and are
ancestors of the famous author J.R.R. Tolkien (1892-1973) J.R.R. Tolkien
spent his early childhood growing up in Birmingham, where his
grandfather John Benjamin (1807-96) had a thriving music business at 70
and 87 New Street. His great uncles Henry and Alfred Tolkien were
known as piano-makers in London in the early Victorian period as well.
Tolkien & Tolkien pianos still survive to the present day, and many
owners of these instruments have pieced together some of the history of
their pianos. The presenter has an actual invoice of John Benjamin’s
among his extensive Tolkien collection, along with a published song by
one of Tolkien’s great uncles, which he will bring along as part of the
presentation. Various music advertisements of the Tolkiens’ music
businesses that appeared in London and Birmingham newspapers will
also be shown. This presentation will be a fascinating exploration of the
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genealogy of the best-selling author of the 20th century who said “I have
no talent in music whatsoever” but whose well-known mythology
features a cosmology which is based on the medieval “music of the
spheres” concept.

Session 5C – Music Edwardians
Thursday 29 June, 12:00-1:30

Organist Emily Edroff and the Edwardians
Judy Barger
When in 1895 organist Emily Susan Edroff (1867–1953) captured British
press attention with her popular recitals at St George’s Hall, Liverpool,
she brought the talent of Britain’s women organists to the forefront and
opened doors that could lead them into the next century. Over a decade
later, in 1909, correspondent ‘Recorder’ was not convinced that those
doors had remained open, however. Writing to the Musical Opinion and
Music Trade Review, he feared that much ground ‘remained to be
traversed before the “edifice of prejudice” against lady organists’ was
demolished entirely. ‘”Let all come” is the motto for the day’, he concluded
in a letter recalling Edroff’s Liverpool success, ‘and according to their
merits let us award the palm.’
In The Mirror of Music 1844–1944, Percy Scholes, who identifies only nine
women organists meriting notice in the Musical Times in the nineteenth
century, is strangely silent about them in the next century. He adds a
caveat, however: While women held no first-rate organ positions in
England, ‘their services were condescendingly and even gratefully
accepted in many village churches where no man was available’. Writing
about ‘Women at the Console’ in the Musical Opinion in 1954, Martin
Hawkins notes the continued conspicuous absence of women organists in
any church of importance in England when in competition with males,
but, like Scholes, mentions their presence in smaller churches.
Conspicuous absence? Conspiracy of silence? While Edroff’s activities
following her triumph at St George’s Hall are the focus, this paper
considers findings from a careful review of previously untapped
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resources such as public records and obscure women’s, music and church
periodicals regarding Edroff and Britain’s women organists who followed
on her heels – and toes – to assess their progress on and off the organ
bench during the Edwardian years and beyond.
Granville Bantock, ‘Pioneer-in-Chief of the Young British Movement’?
Jennifer Oates
In November 1906, the Musical Times called Granville Bantock “one of the
most brilliant of the younger generation of composers,” and, in July 1911,
the Musical Opinion claimed that Bantock, along with Holbrooke and
Elgar, “forms a triumvirate from which the highest musical achievements
are to be expected.” While these quotes focus on Bantock the composer,
Rutland Boughton’s July 1906 assertion that Bantock was the “pioneer-inchief of the young British movement” suggests that Bantock’s place at the
forefront of British music encompassed the full scope of his multi-faceted
career as a composer, conductor, educator, and promoter of
contemporary European and British music. Indeed, in addition to
mounting a successful composition career, from the 1890s through the
Great War, Bantock founded journals devoted to new and native music
(Overture and New Quarterly Music Review), organized concerts of British
music, established his international conducting career, and began his long
tenure as Principal of the Birmingham and Midland Institute of Music
(1900-1934) and Peyton Professor of Music at Birmingham University
(1908-1934).
Using the newspaper clipping books created by Bantock and his family
held in the Worcester Archives, Bantock’s correspondence, as well as
other archival and published contemporary sources, this paper will
consider Bantock’s role as a “pioneer-in-chief of the young British
movement” by focusing on his non-compositional activities and his views
on contemporary music. Building upon the deft explorations of Bantock’s
time at New Brighton Tower (by Paul Watt) and Ernest Newman’s impact
on Bantock’s career through the Great War (by Lewis Foreman), a
broader examination of his activities, especially his promotion of native
and modern music, will enhance our understanding of Bantock’s place
within British music culture at the turn of the twentieth century and will
engage with ongoing reassessments of music in fin de siècle Britain.
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Forging a Conducting Profile in Britain before World War I: Landon
Ronald and the Birmingham Promenade Concerts (1905–14)
Fiona Palmer
Although Britainʼs orchestral life was proliferating in the decade before
World War I regular orchestral conductorships remained limited in
number. Within his diverse portfolio of musical occupations, Landon
Ronald persisted in his efforts to forge a profile as a conductorinterpreter of note. This was a demanding and productive period for him,
in which recognition of his interpretative skill and individuality as a
conductor became firmly established.
This paper takes as its focus Ronaldʼs conductorship of the previously
unexplored annual series of Birmingham Promenade Concerts (1905–14).
It considers the level of enterprise and artistic agency that Ronald derived
from this conductorship while continuing to forge his reputation on the
podium in London and abroad. Held at the Theatre Royal, these intensive
three-week seasons took place between May and or June/July. The
violinist Max Mossel was general director and a management committee
comprised of influential local men worked to promote the concerts,
seeking to provide popular repertoire but also to introduce music new to
its local audience. Through an analysis of extant programmes, orchestral
lists, accounts and contemporaneous criticism, light is shed on this
enterprising concert series. Ronaldʼs active role in cultivating and
educating audiences, and in providing work for orchestral players
accustomed to working under his baton in London and elsewhere, is
revealed. At a time when the dearth of opportunities for British
conductors was regularly decried in the press, Ronald harnessed his
experience in Birmingham as a means of developing his profile but also
his interpretative skills. He later wrote of the role that Ernest Newmanʼs
reviews of his concerts had played in this process of refinement. This
paper argues that these concerts, curtailed by war, not only provided
Ronald with an important outlet for his conducting but also made a
significant contribution to Birminghamʼs musical life.
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Session 6A – Sounding Victorian: A Consortium of Digital
Resources
Thursday 29 June, 2:30-4:30
Sounding Tennyson
Phyllis Weliver
This first member project of the Sounding Victorian consortium (live
3/16) is a digital resource that presents sonic and textual versions of
Tennyson’s poetry. Its materials include the first recordings and
publications of Emily Tennyson’s piano/vocal settings of “Break, Break,
Break,” which preserve aspects of her husband’s recitation. The
recordings were made in the drawing room at the Tennysons’ restored
home, Farringford, using Queen Victoria’s piano. The digital application
shows images of the score and plays the songs, with each measure
marked in time with the music. Users can also compare multiple musical
and textual drafts, and read commentary. In future, the site will expand to
present all twenty-four Emily Tennyson musical settings of her husband’s
poems, as well as additional items. Besides being part of Sounding
Victorian, Sounding Tennyson is part of Tennysons Archive, the first digital
archival grouping of Tennyson items. Tennysons Archive also includes the
Tennysons resource hosted by the Cambridge Digital Library. The
presentation introduces Sounding Tennyson, Music Encoding Initiative
(MEI), and the International Image Interoperability Framework (IIIF).
Sounding Childhood
Alisa Clapp-Intyre
Children “should be seen and not heard” thought the Victorians even
though the concept of childhood is predicated on sound: the delights of
children’s play, recreational songs, religious pieces, and hymns. Despite
numerous archival artifacts that record these sonic expressions, sound
has thus far been neglected in the burgeoning field of childhood
studies. Focusing on children’s religious music, social music, and songs
and sounds of play, this resource features reproductions of Victorian song
texts and musical scores, scholarly commentary, and recordings of
children’s songs, including performances recorded in historic settings.
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This presentation will showcase the initial website material focused on
children’s pre-recorded hymns, and lay out plans for the rest of the
project.
Sounding Swinburne
Michael Craske
Despite being thought of as one of the most musical of poets, the musical
legacy of Swinburne’s poetry has been surprisingly neglected. Modernist
attempts to side-line his poetry are one of the reasons for this. T.S. Eliot
and Ezra Pound attempted to redefine poetic music for their own work,
but after Swinburne’s death, various critics also started to call into
question Swinburne’s affinity with music itself. However, recent research
has uncovered a large, highly-significant body of Victorian and Edwardian
music directly inspired by Swinburne’s lyrics. Demonstrating not only an
extraordinary enthusiasm for Swinburne’s poems as songs, the material
also shows a cross-fertilization of content, style, and aesthetics that has
implications not only for an analysis of Swinburne’s reception history, but
also for the study of nineteenth-century and Modernist views on the
relationship between poetry and music.
During my presentation I will give a general overview of the research, but
also argue for much greater consideration to be given to Swinburne’s
place within the history and development of English song. I will also
outline my future research objectives – such as bringing all the material
together onto one website to make it freely available – and explore how
Swinburne’s poetry was used by popular composers, and discuss
Swinburne’s aesthetic relationship with Wagner.
Sounding the Salon
Sophie Fuller
The musical salon in the later Victorian period is a much underresearched and under-appreciated performance space, although the
various ‘At Homes’ and private musical parties of the well-to-do clearly
played an important role in British musical life and society of the time.
Many of the key players in these circles were placed (by gender or
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religion, for example) outside the musical establishment, while through
the salon they interacted with both social and musical insiders.
Through reconstructing some of these musical events, providing
historical musical performances, panorama images of original salon
spaces, archival texts and contextual scholarship, Sounding the Salon will
explore the Victorian salon as an alternative musical space outside the
public concert hall. We aim better to understand the history of the rise of
sociability in relation to art forms (creation, distribution, intertextuality),
the impact of musical performance on people’s lives and other art forms,
the influence of marginal identities (women, queer, Jewish), and an often
different approach to performance planning and repertoire choice.
Recovering this history involves studying how people related to each
other, to and through sound. Because salons can be understood as an
early manifestation of social media, this scholarship ultimately presents a
new way of conceptualizing the growth of modernity.
In this presentation, I will also explore our plans for recreating, in the
original London venue, one of Mary Gladstone’s 1873 salons, at which
performers included violinist Joseph Joachim.

Session 6B – Sullivan
Thursday 29 June, 2:30-4:30
Sir Arthur Sullivan and the Great Leeds Conspiracy
Anne Stanyon
On 8 Oct. 1898, Sir Arthur Sullivan, having conducted an outstanding
performance of Mendelssohn's Lobgesang, laid down his baton for the
final time at the Leeds Triennial Musical Festival. With that performance,
his career at Leeds ended: less than a year later, having delivered one of
the most successful of all the Leeds Festivals, his resignation was forced.
The obvious question to be asked is 'Why?' The answer, that it was a
question of his health is too simplistic, and fails to address the tensions
that were at work amongst the Leeds musical elite.
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Sullivan was a highly successful conductor. However, this aspect of his
career has received no attention, or when referenced, has been in the
context of contemporaries such as Parry, Stanford and Elgar or others
who premiered works at Leeds. Even his biographers, Young and Jacobs
paid scant attention to his work at Leeds and elsewhere. Yet even the
briefest of glances at the contemporary press reveal what was frequently
repeated at the time of his resignation: Sullivan had made the Leeds
Festival the highlight of the triennial calendar - therefore, forcing his
resignation did not make sense.
Using contemporary press references, it is possible to create a picture of
Sullivan's final Leeds Festival and its aftermath, while additional
unpublished material in Leeds Central Library, the Special Collections at
Leeds University Library, correspondence in the Morgan Library, at the
Elgar Birthplace Trust and from Sullivan's own Diary comments furnish
evidence that suggests that he may well have correct when he believed a
coup had been organised against him by supporters of C.V. Stanford.
Certainly, he received appalling treatment following his resignation and
death, becoming the subject of a dismissive mythology deliberately aimed
to eliminate both his memory and era.
‘Wafted by a favouring gale’: Arthur Sullivan's Incidental Music to
The Tempest, Op. 1
Kenneth Delong
Few English composers have had better fortune than the young Arthur
Sullivan, who at the age of twenty found himself famous nationally
through the successful performance of his Incidental Music for
Shakespeare's The Tempest at the Crystal Palace on 5 April 1862. Through
the efforts of George Grove, H. F. Chorley, and August Manns (Sullivan's
"favouring gale") the young Sullivan quickly became a "name" in English
music during the 1860s, often cited as the most promising young English
composer of his time—"the white hope of English music (Percy Young).
Despite its success in its time, the Tempest music has been little played
since. It is only in the twenty-first century that there has been a readily
available complete recording (Dutton 2016) and a modern score (Robin
Gordon-Powell). With these recent publications, it is possible properly to
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re-visit Sullivan's early, most successful appearance in England following
his studies in Leipzig.
This paper discusses Sullivan's Incidental Music for The Tempest, situating
it within the traditions of German incidental music to plays and the
emerging late-Victorian practice theatre music practice that was to
culminate in the Shakespeare productions mounted by Sir Henry Irving at
the Lyceum Theatre.
The paper will explore the connection (and the limits of the connection)
between Sullivan's score and Mendelssohn's famous score for A
Midsummer Night's Dream, treating such issues as musical pictorialism,
melodrama, and the dramatic function of the more extended musical
numbers and songs. The overture will be discussed within the framework
of near-contemporary overtures to Shakespeare plays (known to
Sullivan) by Joachim (Henry IV), John Henry Griesbach (The Tempest), and
Cipriani Potter (Anthony and Cleapatra).
Sullivan’s The Light of the World
Martin Yates
Sullivan’s The Light of the World, like most Victorian oratorios, has almost
disappeared from view. Recent performances have not helped its
reputation, being only accompanied by organ, combined with a sensibility
of slow tempos owing more to the cathedral than the concert Hall, and
totally lacking in any sort of understanding or empathy in soloists and
choir alike.
This lecture recital aims to cover the biographical details of the first
performance in Birmingham in 1873 and significant revivals, and to place
the work within its relationship to those of the composer’s
contemporaries like Barnett and Macfarren in England and Liszt and
Gounod abroad. Considering the work from its dramatic scheme will
emphasise the ground-breaking aspects of the oratorio, ignored by most
commentators, such as the breaking of the Victorian taboo in presenting
Jesus as a character and singing in the first person, and dropping the role
of the narrator which can be considered an almost obligatory role in such
works. Aspects of the music will be considered and interesting points
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noted and demonstrated at the piano, such as various motifs and use of
imitation rather than fugue in the choral writing, and noting the musical
connections with past composers like Gibbons and Purcell. Also discussed
will be aspects of the orchestration such as the use of an inner-orchestra
to accompany the words of Jesus. Emphasis will be placed on the
importance of projecting a new performing ethos and a dramatic
approach indicative of the concert hall rather than the cathedral, which is
one of the main aims of the new recording, and the hope that the
attendant publicity and renewed interest in the work begin to open up
the closed world of Victorian oratorio and encourage musicians and
performers to investigate the numerous works awaiting decent
performances.

Session 6C – The Freemantle Collection
Thursday 29 June, 2:30-4:30
The Freemantle Collection: A lost collection by a little-known
collector
Fiona Smith
William Thomas Freemantle deserves to be celebrated as one of the
foremost nineteenth-century collectors of music, yet his name is scarcely
known today. Freemantle began collecting in the 1870s, in his early
twenties, and within a couple of decades had amassed the most significant
collection of Mendelssohn autographs outside the Mendelssohn family’s
own holdings. His interests were not limited to Mendelssohn and his
wider collection contained important autographs of other eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century composers (Charles Dibdin being particularly wellrepresented) as well as a large amount of printed scores and performance
parts, linked to his father’s career as a professional musician, that give
useful information on nineteenth-century performance practice.
Freemantle’s own manuscript account, ‘How I became an auto[graph]
collector, and what I have got’, giving the story of the collection’s early
years, will form the basis for the first part of this paper. This will present
the story of how the collection came to be amassed and then dispersed
when, after its sale to Edward Allen Brotherton, 1st Baron Brotherton, in
the 1920s, a dishonest librarian offered part of it for sale on the American
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market. Despite this, a large portion of the collection survived to form the
music section of the Brotherton Collection in the University of Leeds’
Special Collections. Freemantle’s collection has not previously been
recognised as a distinct entity because of the lack of accession records
from that time, and his important contribution to the Brotherton
Collection’s formation has therefore gone largely unacknowledged. A
large part of his collection remained uncatalogued until earlier this year,
contributing further to its obscurity. The second part of this paper will
therefore discuss the ongoing project to assess the collection’s
parameters and true importance.
The Charles Dibdin Autograph Manuscripts in the Freemantle
Collection
John Cunningham
Despite the fact that Charles Dibdin (1745–1814) was one of the most
prolific and important English composers of the late 18th and early 19th
centuries a satisfactory account of his music remains to be written. We
know a great deal about Dibdin’s life and travels from his own published
writings; however, the vast majority of his music has been neglected since
the 19th century. Arguably the most significant barrier to a full
assessment of Dibdin’s music is the disorganised state of his large number
of surviving autograph manuscripts, which survive in four main
collections: British Library; Harvard, Houghton Library; Southampton,
City Archive; and as part of the Freemantle Collection at the Brotherton
Library, University of Leeds. The collection includes 27 volumes (varying
in length from over 100 pages to three or four) of compositional sketches
and fair copies for Dibdin’s instrumental and stage works. Despite their
enormous potential and significance, all four collections remain largely
unexplored. The manuscripts are revealing of the way in which Dibdin
approached composition and orchestration. For example, there is much to
be learned by comparing printed vocal score versions of stage works with
full scores, as well as from his compositional sketches which would allow
us to better understand his process of creativity within the pressured
contexts of stage entertainments; the manuscripts may also shed much
needed light on Dibdin’s process of revision for revivals. This paper will
offer a preliminary assessment of the Dibdin materials (both printed and
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manuscript) in the Brotherton collection, and how they can shed light on
his compositional process. It will also discuss the significance of
Freemantle as a collector of Dibdin’s music; indeed, the Dibdin material in
Harvard was also once owned by Freemantle but sold nefariously by J.A.
Symington, Brotherton’s librarian.
Dr Cooke’s Protest: Benjamin Cooke, Samuel Arnold and the
directorship of the Academy of Ancient Music
Bryan White
In 1789 Dr Benjamin Cooke (1734-1793) was voted out of his position as
director of the Academy of Ancient Music and replaced by Dr Samuel
Arnold (1740-1802). The circumstance marked a rather sad end to an
association with the organization that had lasted over four decades.
Accounts of Cooke’s removal are laconic and lacking in detail. Philip
Doane, writing in 1794 in a publication dedicated to Arnold, presented
the vote as an apparently transparent process undertaken at a General
Assembly of the Academy. Cooke’s son Henry, in his biography of his
father (1837), hinted at a less transparent process, but stopped short of
any details, reporting only that his father had observed ‘the subscribers
had done that for him that which he should never have had the courage to
do himself, and had saved him a great deal of trouble.’ A much fuller
picture of Cooke’s removal can now be drawn thanks to the rediscovery of
his autograph ‘Protest’ delivered to the Academy sometime in 1790, and a
letter of Arnold’s to Cooke penned in response. The ‘Protest’ and letter
were purchased by W. T. Freemantle in 1870s, and as part of the
collection of Lord Brotherton, who purchased Freemantle’s library in the
1920s, came into the Special Collections of the Library of the University of
Leeds where they have remained uncatalogued and unnoticed ever since.
This paper explores Cooke’s ‘Protest’ and the questions he raised
regarding his dismissal from the Academy. Likewise Arnold’s refutation of
allegations touching on his role in the change of regime are brought to
light and considered. Together these documents offer fascinating and
contrasting first-hand accounts of this significant alteration in musical
leadership at the Academy by the two primary protagonists in the drama.
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Keynote II – Christina Bashford
Thursday 29 June, 5:00-6:15

Research Revisited: Chamber Music, Concert Aesthetics, and an
Unresolved Conundrum from Early Victorian London
In the mid-1830s, London saw the successful establishment of public
chamber-music concerts, a phenomenon that quickly gave cultural
prominence to instrumental music by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and
drew in well-heeled metropolitan listeners with both musical leanings
and a desire to expand their cultural capital. Offering a new high
seriousness and inwardness, as well as an intimate, salon-like social
experience for both audiences and performers, these concerts – arguably
more than any others during the next several decades – ushered in a
culture of close and informed listening, and were linked to innovations in
how the space in concert halls was configured.
Historians of British concerts (myself included) have typically positioned
these often lengthy events as precursors to the modern chamber recital,
emphasizing continuities into the present and paying limited attention to
the fact that most of the concerts included vocal numbers, which were
interleaved between the instrumental works. In such interpretations, the
presence of vocal repertoire - not just art songs, but operatic arias and
duets performed by professional singers, some from the opera house – is
typically explained away as providing relief in otherwise exhausting
programs. In addition, the aesthetic dilemmas that sung repertoire surely
presented to the chamber music concert – especially the antithetical
elements of outward-ness and display inherent in performing several of
the operatic items – are downplayed, even ignored. But what if we pay
closer attention to the conundrum, exploring its origins and rationale in
the context of early-nineteenth-century culture and society, and asking
why songs and arias were such a staple feature of chamber concerts in
early Victorian London? Returning to research I undertook more than
twenty-five years ago, and drawing on scholarship that has appeared in
the interim, I re-evaluate four prominent West End concert series of the
1830s and 40s, aiming to make sense of the juxtapositions of repertoire
and to consider how sounds from the opera house meshed with this
different milieu. At the same time, I hope to open up some broader
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questions: viz, what might stop us from revisiting our own past
scholarship, and what benefits there might be from doing so.

Session 7A – Festivals
Friday 30 June, 10:00-11:00
The 1903 National Festival of British Music
John Ling
The announcement in 1903 of a National Festival of British Music was a
stimulus to music critics and others involved in the musical world to air
their widely differing views about the state of music in England. The
Festival was intended to increase public awareness of the richness of
British composition, both past and present, but it was principally seen as
a showcase for contemporary British music.
Critics argued about how the Festival should be organised, who should
take part, which composers should be represented and which of their
works performed. The place of Elgar in the line-up was a particular issue,
as the organisers did not want to give too much weight to prominent
composers. Some critics believed that such a festival would be a mistake,
and that what was needed was a more general willingness of concert
givers to include British music in their programmes.
The debate about the National Festival brought out a resentment directed
at the Royal College of Music and a fear lest the programme be dominated
by members and friends of that institution.
Stanford and the Dublin Feis Ceoil: Seeking the Full Story
Adèle Commins
At a time of intense cultural development in Ireland, a letter written to the
Evening Telegraph in 1894 sparked a lively debate about the interest
shown in Irish music by leading figures in Ireland at that time. Meetings
were held which attracted interest from the press, the musical profession
and the Gaelic League and Literary Society. The Feis Ceoil Association,
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taking its name from the Gaelic language to mean ‘Festival of Music’, was
founded in 1895 and reflects similar musical activities in England,
Scotland and Wales at the time. The programme for the first Feis Ceoil
competitions held in 1897 notes that the idea for the foundation of the
Feis Ceoil developed as a result of this initial letter. Credited today as one
of Ireland’s most significant musical movements the role of Charles
Villiers Stanford in this movement is often largely underestimated. The
narrative of Stanford and the Feis Ceoil too often focuses on the brief
turbulence that witnessed Stanford being appointed President and his
resignation soon after. The larger narrative is far more interesting and
complex, and much more positive in demonstrating Stanford’s integrity as
an adjudicator, the respect for his legacy amongst members of the Feis
Ceoil movement and the popularity of his music to the present. Stanford is
a central figure in the narratives and history of the Feis Ceoil movement
in Ireland. This paper will consider all aspects of Stanford’s involvement
with the Feis Ceoil in Dublin and outline the complexities of Stanford’s
relationship with and contributions to this extraordinary Irish musical
movement. That he remained involved so directly, and his music
remained a prominent part of the Feis Ceoil soundscape, despite his
resignation as president, marks out Stanford’s importance in this
movement and deems it worthy of consideration.

Session 7B – Wagner(ism)
Friday 30 June, 10:00-11:00

Tristan’s Death and Lohengrin’s Dream: Looking for Wagner in John
Singer Sargent
Leanne Langley
Commentators have long known that the artist John Singer Sargent held
Wagner's music in high regard. This American painter who studied in
Paris and made London his home not only admired Wagner's music, but
played it and attended concerts and opera in Paris, London, Bayreuth,
New York and Boston. He associated warmly with other 'co-maniacs',
including Judith Gautier, the composer's last muse. Sargent's strong
Wagner ties indeed figure in recent portrayals of him as more innovative
than public understanding has allowed.
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The difficulty is that Wagner as a tangible thread in Sargent's output is
less easy to demonstrate, and the few examples adduced have unravelled:
Wagner's music as motivating an experimental image Sargent created in
1878 - when that music was more likely Berlioz's; Paris as the font of all
Sargent's artistic advance - when for Wagner performances it was more
likely London; French Wagnerist literary theory as holding meaning for a
Sargent subject painting - when Sargent himself eschewed Wagnerism.
The gap between liking Wagner's music and being a card-carrying
Wagernian thus opens a space, inviting us to look for more subtle
inflections, perhaps internalized by the artist in individual, pragmatic
ways.
Two scenic prints, 'Tristan's Death' (1884) and 'A Dream of Lohengrin'
(1890), offer the most obvious starting-point. Portraits of Wagnerassociated friends or performers - Gautier, Louis de Fourcaud, Alma
Strettell, George Henschel, Ellen Terry, Blanche Marchesi - help fill in
Wagner connections, just as Sargent's vast mural cycles for Boston,
executed in London, suggest a debt to multi-part Wagnerian storytelling.
A third category embraces unsuspected traces of how Sargent's
understanding of the music might have had a bearing on his painterly
composition. All my examples seek to connect Sargent's real-life
experience of Wagner with new British reception potential through his
art.
Wagnerism and the Piano in Victorian Culture
Katharine Fry
Scholars have often associated the history of English Wagnerism with the
growth of musical idealism in nineteenth-century Europe as a whole. In
this way, Wagner’s influence corresponds to a new seriousness attached
to the idea of music more generally – understood as a privileged mode of
expression beyond the limits of language and the physical world. But how
did this conceptual narrative of Wagnerism intersect with the experience
of his music in performance? This paper nuances familiar narratives of
English Wagnerism through a focus on piano performance in London
during the 1860s and 1870s. The point of departure is the establishment
in 1867 of the Working Men’s Society (WMS). An early incarnation of the
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London Wagner Society, this community of musicians was dedicated to
promoting Wagner’s operas through the private performance of piano
transcriptions. As such, musicologists have shown how the activities of
the WMS were vital to the reception history of continental progressive
music in England, shedding light on relationships between public and
private performance. Building on these debates, I explore the activities of
the WMS both as a window onto the cultural transfer of Wagnerian opera
in London, and as a material response to the music. The first part of the
paper discusses the social and cultural work of piano transcription as a
way of circulating and disseminating Wagner’s music between the
German states and London. The second part explores some of the sociopolitical implications of the piano as mediator of Wagner’s music –
particularly in relation to the gendered dynamics of piano playing in
Victorian culture. In conclusion, the paper will contemplate the idea of
musical performance more broadly as the basis for a revised history of
English Wagnerism.

Session 8A – Cultural transfers: British musicians overseas
Friday 30 June, 11:30-12:30
Blackface at Work and Play: Amateur minstrel troupes in colonial
Newcastle, NSW
Helen English
Newcastle, NSW was settled early in Australian colonial history because
of its rich coal seams. The term blackface therefore may refer to both the
sooty-faced miners (often depicted as a separate race in government and
newspaper reporting) and the burnt cork faces of the local minstrel
performers. In the nineteenth century minstrel entertainment was hugely
popular and adopted across the colonial world. The craze that began in
the US spread west to Australia and east to Britain from whence an
English and somewhat gentrified version of minstrelsy travelled back to
the colonies. The song and dance act ‘Jim Crow’ that was a precursor to
minstrel shows was heard in Melbourne in 1838. Touring minstrel
companies came to the antipodean colonies from 1849. In 1850 the first
touring minstrel troupe visited Newcastle. This was the British Blythe
Waterland troupe.
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While there has been scholarly attention to the touring minstrel troupes,
notably from Richard Waterhouse, there has been little attention to the
local amateur minstrel troupes that tapped into the craze. This paper
investigates the rise of amateur minstrelsy in the Newcastle district from
its early beginnings in Maitland as Ethiopian novelties and
entertainments to the establishment of three regular amateur minstrel
troupes in Newcastle, Wallsend and Lambton in the 1870s. Research is
drawn mainly from local and Sydney newspaper reporting and
contextualized by historical research into Newcastle and its people.
Drawing on this data, the paper discusses these founding minstrel
troupes: their performers, repertoire and function in the emergent mining
communities. In doing so it also examines the influences of the different
style and repertoire of touring troupes from Britain and the US to place
the amateur programmes in a global context.
Transatlantic Connections: The Music of William Sterndale Bennett
in America
Therese Ellsworth
A Bennett obituary in the New York Times (1875) asserts that he was ‘one
of the most prominent English musicians of this epoch, and had earned
during his career a worldwide reputation’. This paper explores an
important aspect of that reputation: the performance and reception of his
music in America during the long nineteenth century.
Advances in transportation and increasing globalization produced an
influx of touring artists, émigrés and even students who knew Bennett’s
works. As was the case in Britain, Bennett’s vocal compositions were
more frequently played in the US than were his instrumental pieces. The
May Queen pastoral received its earliest performance in New York (1860)
and continued to be enjoyed by audiences from San Francisco to Boston.
The Woman of Samaria cantata also achieved popularity across the
country, in particular the quartet ‘God is a Spirit’. The first known
performance of an instrumental work occurred when the New York
Philharmonic played The Naiades Overture in 1845, just eight years after
its London premiere. Pianists Arabella Goddard, Ernst Perabo, and B.J.
Lang were among the distinguished musicians who included Bennett’s
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music on their programmes. Although prestigious ensembles such as the
New York Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony Orchestra
programmed his works, Bennett’s compositions also appeared in small
towns where ‘the taste for music of a high order’ could be demonstrated
when played by local amateur musicians. Critical reception to Bennett
performances was mixed, combining comments about a lack of originality
or ‘force of genius’ with praise for them as refined, pleasing, poetic and
charming. This study reveals details of Bennett’s transatlantic
connections and the contributions of his works to amateur and
professional music-making in small-town and urban America.

Session 8B – Literary Connections
Friday 30 June, 11:30-12:30

Female Musicians in the Victorian Novel: Two Case Studies
Shannon Draucker
As musicologists and literary critics such as Paula Gillett, Derek Scott,
Phyllis Weliver, and others have noted, the Victorian period offered few
opportunities for professional female musicians. Thinkers such as H.R.
Haweis urged the moralizing power of music to teach discipline and tame
emotions for women; directors of major orchestras excluded female
performers from their ensembles’ ranks; and reviewers in periodicals
such as The Athenaeum and Musical Standard disparaged female violinists
for displaying awkward and unattractive bodily movements and facial
distortions. Literary representations of women musicians often aligned
adhered to these norms; Victorian fiction frequently cast female
performers as either “heroines at the piano” (to use Mary Burgan’s term
for docile, amateur female pianists who perform solely in the domestic
realm) or “sirens” (female instrumentalists whose musicality renders
them dangerous or licentious).
However, if we look deeper into the literary archive, we find texts that
imagine alternatives to these historical and novelistic perceptions of
female musicians. In this paper, I focus on two understudied lateVictorian novels – Bertha Thomas’s The Violin Player (1880) and E.M.
Francis’s The Duenna of a Genius (1898) – that resist common narrative
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depictions of female musicians as unsuccessful, immoral, or threatening.
Instead, Thomas and Francis – both of whom were musicians themselves
– create heroines who achieve lasting and fulfilling musical careers as
violinists, despite societal limitations to their artistic pursuits. In
particular, I argue that Thomas and Francis draw on contemporary sound
physiology – scientific discoveries by Hermann von Helmholtz, John
Tyndall, Grant Allen, and others that described music as an organic,
embodied force – to portray their heroines’ musicality as natural, lifeaffirming, and thus to some extent undeniable. Thomas’s heroine
Laurence plays with instinctive “nimbleness and flexibility of [her]
fingers” and astonishes audiences with her forceful, energetic
performances. Similarly, Francis’s Valérie displays intense “power,”
“passion,” and “fire” as she plays; the narrator describes her “dilated” eyes
and “majesty of bearing” as she performs for the British public.
My project thus brings together historical musicology, literary criticism,
and nineteenth-century sound science to explore how texts such as The
Violin Player and The Duenna of a Genius offer more complex portrayals of
female musicality than we see in other Victorian works. By attending to
such underexplored narratives, I argue, we gain a broader sense of the
opportunities for female instrumentalists in Victorian culture and imagine
more fully the lived experiences of figures such as Wilma Norman-Neruda
and Elise Filipowicz who, like Laurence and Valérie, were able to harness
their musical power and forge professional careers.
Musical hauntings: Dickens’s ‘The Song of the Wreck’
Caroline Radcliffe
In May 1855, Wilkie Collins sent his finished version of his first, original
drama, The Lighthouse, to Charles Dickens. In his introduction to The
Lighthouse, Collins describes his decision to show it to Dickens. Dickens
made numerous suggestions and enthusiastically took over the
production for his amateur theatricals, in which Collins had already
become a regular participant.
On 24 May, Dickens wrote to Collins, “I have written a little ballad for
Mary –‘The Story of the Ship’s Carpenter and the Little Boy, in the
Shipwreck.’ ”
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The words were set to a tune composed earlier by George Linley to
Charlotte Young’s ballad ‘Little Nell’ (c.1844, based on The Old Curiosity
Shop). Dedicated to Dickens by Linley, it had become a favourite song, his
daughter, Mary, singing it to him ‘constantly since her childhood’. Dickens
changed the title to ‘The Song of the Wreck’ and the ballad was sung by
Mary (Mamie Dickens), who played the role of Phoebe during the
performances of The Lighthouse.
The first production was staged at Tavistock House in June 1855. When
repeated in July at Campden House, Mamie received favourable reviews
for her singing of ‘The Song of the Wreck’. Inserted towards the end of Act
I, the song follows a comic scene but precedes the main event of the play
in Act II – the arrival of the shipwrecked brig with the return of Lady
Grace serving dramatically to switch from a moment of temporary light
comedy to the overall suspense and sombre foreboding of the first and
second acts.
For Dickens the creation of the song relied on and evoked key
autobiographical memories; the child figure of Mamie (paralleled by the
theatrical role that Mamie now played in The Lighthouse), and perhaps
more significantly, the death of his infant daughter Dora, some four years
earlier, which had occurred immediately prior to his previous dramatic
performance with Collins. The adaptation of Linley and Young’s original
Little Nell song by Dickens creates a ghostly analogy between the death of
Little Nell and the death of his own child. The text also demonstrates
Dickens’s anxieties over the Crimean war, once again appropriating the
child motif with which to express his concerns.
Reconstructing ‘The Song of the Wreck’:
Although the music for ‘The Song of the Wreck’ does not survive and was
never published as such, the music for ‘Little Nell’ is extant in various
published copies. Dickens wrote the ‘Song of the Wreck’ to fit the same
rhythmic structure as ‘Little Nell’ so the words to the ‘Song of the Wreck’
are interchangeable, easily fitting to the melodic line of the music with
additional repetitions of final verse lines. ‘The Song of the Wreck’ was
reconstructed by Dr Caroline Radcliffe and performed in 2013, probably
for the first time since 1855. It is unique, therefore in providing us with an
aural realisation of Dickens’s work.
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In this paper, I would like to stage a performance of the song (seven
minutes – piano and soprano) along with a ten-minute introduction of the
material as outlined above.
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Connecting to campus Wi-Fi
WiFiGuest is a public network provided for all guests and
visitors to the university.
Steps for connecting are as follows:
1. Select WiFiGuest on your device
2. Open a browser, and attempt to navigate to any
webpage
3. You will be redirected to a sign-in page, follow the
steps for registration and sign-in.
You will now be connected to the guest WiFi service.
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